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ALBUQUERQUE.

VOLUME 20

FEARFUL DESTRUCTION
IN

ENORMITY

NEW MEXICO, MONDAY EVENING, AUbUST 20. 1900.

RIOT AND VIOLENCE
IN CAR FARE ROW
-

AT VALPARAISO GROWING

OF LOSS OF LIFE AND

NUMBER 201

PROPERTY

Eleven Thousand Dead, Says Report, and Hundreds of
San Francisco
Millions of Property Destroyed-Ev- en

Disaster Is Surpassed In Loss of Life
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T

and Equaled in Property.
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Draws Sharp Distinction Between
Tariff Legislation and That In
Protection From Trusts.
New York, Aug. 20.

'

HIMSELF IN JAIL

FLAMES SUBDUED BY DYNAMITE.
Janeiro, Aug. 20. The free use of dynamite, according to dispatches received here, was very effective against the progress of the fire at
Valparaiso.
The firemen were thoroughly exhausted when the flame's
were finally subdued.' Hundreds of people took refuge on ships In the harbor. It Is stated that a new danger is threatened by the volcano Wonin,
which has become very active. All Chile was apparently affected by the
shocks, as well as numerous points in Argentina In the vicinity of the An'
des.
Rio-

-

Luekin. Tex.. Aug. 20. John B.
ftoper, with many aliases, who murdered without cause two fellow prisoners, white men, named Trawlck and
Crowuer, In the couuty Jail here, on
August 15: h, beating them to death
with-heavy bucket as tbey slept,
ended his life by hanging fclnwelMn
bi8 cell late last night, using the
strap from the blinket. He acknowledged a few days ago that he was a
member of the a. ion gang of bank
robliers at Longvlew, Texas, in 1892.
Sheriff Watts also has positive evidence that Roper is the man wanted
In Arkansas for the murder of Sheriff
Boyd In 1892, and for whom a reward
of 1.000 was offered.
Roper has
, a. iv.ua uiuci miwiuto
in rexas, Louisiana and Arkansas.

...

TO
GOVERNMENT HASTENING
RELIEF.
Santiago, Aug. 20. Carlos Edwards, one of the proprietors of the
of Valparaiso, arrived here on horse back from that city. He confirms the report that the Almendral quarter and the principal avenues have
been transformed into heaps of ruins. The majority of the inhabitants, he
says, have sought refuge on the hills, In parks and along the seashore. No
private residences are habitable.
In spite of the desolation perfect order was maintained by the troops.
Military ambulances were gathering up the wounded and dead. .A squadron
of cavalry, forming the presidential escort, started from here for Valparaiso with instructions for requisition of all cattle between this place and
Valparaiso, and to drive all herds into the latter city in order to prevent
famine.
Medical supplies have been sent from this city and everything possible
is being done to assist the homeless. It is considered certain that damages
will run into hundreds of trillions of dollars.
The government has authorized provincial governments to spend all
money necessary to help the earthquake sufferers In their districts. .A great
deal of damage has been done at the mines In the Noglais and Calona districts. A number of houses have fallen at Talca, fifty persons being killed
there and 150 wounded at Melipilla. It is believed that all the house will
have to be pulled down, owing to the severe shaking they received; and at
Salvador and Santa Turnino a number of public buildings will have to be
raised. At Llalllai seventy houses fell. A number of small villages In
district were totally destroyed. At Terremote the populace tried to
pillage the business houses, which had remained standing but the employes
of the firms successfully defended their places. It was stated at the observatory today that it is not likely there will be any repitition of seimic dis-r- e
will be any repetition of seismicd sutrbances in the near future.
Mer-curi-

o

letter

P.scu
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8plter.

St. Louis, Aug. 20.
$5.90 $5.92.

Do pfd

Cupper
Spelter, quiet, steel

Do pfd

THOMAS RICE BEATEN

Ter-remo-

if

An argument at the seconda fare

station two miles from Coney Island. Brooklyn Police preparing to assist th
street railroad to throw th protectors off the ear.

writ-

Program For The Future.
The presHent also said he hopes
the present congress will enact laws
prohibiting political contributions by
corporations, ioweiing duties on Imports from On Pn.iippiues .and limiting the number of nours for railway
employes. Of tariff Mr. Dxisetfeilt
says: "We Itand unequivocally for
protective tariff and we feel that the
phenomenal
industrial
prosperity,
which we ar now enjoying is not
lightly be oidMS U'r it would
in the last degree foolish to secure,
here and there small benefit at the
cost of general business deortsslon
the question of revising tariff stands
wholly apart from the question of
dealing with
trusts that is
with control of monopolies and with
the supervision of great wealth in
business,
In coiwrate form.
The only way in which it Is possible
to deal with those trusts and monop
olies and this great, corporate wealth
18 1,y ac,tlon aloni! a Hue of laws
eted ,,y th(J present eongre8g and lt8
immediate precedesaors.

France.
Marseilles, Aug.
The police
yesieruay arrested an Italian anarcii-I- st
named Clrlllo Francez, a bootmakStock Market.
er, on suspicion of being In the plot
to assassinate President Falllerles on Atchison
pfd
his approaching visit to the Marseilles
i ui it eiiirui
exposition. In Francez's lodging house
were found lonib accessories which rennsylvanla
L'nlon Pacific
had been brought from Italy.
in
20.

'

L

ten by President Roosevelt to Congressman James E. Watson of Rush-vlll- e,
Ind., reviewing anil approving
the work of the present congress and
declaring that "to changj the leadership and organization of the house at
this time means to bring confusion
upon those who have successfully engaged tn the steady working out of a
great and comprehensive scheme for
the betterment of our civil and social
conditions," was made public. today.

Harbor of Valparaiso, Chiii, City Torn by Earthquake.
Paris, Aug. 20. A dispatch from Buenos Ayres confirms the reports of
of the destruction of Valparaiso. It says that 11,000 persons perished.
The fire which followed the earthquake prevented the rescue of the victims. The Hotel Ingles collapsed, burying all its occupants.
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muRETROUBLE
IN

BECOMING

NEW CITIZEN

g

New Law Seems Calculated
to Prevent Frauds But Will
Entail Much Work.
MUST BE

flfliD

RECORD

three-lronth-

SW0RNBY WITNESSES
And Those Witnesses Must Themselves Be Americans Who
Are Well Known.

Special Correspondence.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 20. .Making Immigrants into American citizens
will he a much more difficult matter
after September 27. On that date the
1044 new law passed at the recent session
ioi4 of congress goes Into effect.
143 s
In the future the federal govern144V4 ment is to supervise all naturalization
182
business. The old plan of leaving
94
everything to clerks of state and other
109
courts Is to he abolished. A new of45
fice is now being organized In Wash108
ington a department of naturalization under the department
of commerce and labor, and every alien who
becomes a citizen will do so with the
knowledge and consent of this department.
What are the requirements of ihe
new law? The answer Is long and
complicated. But hire Is a typical

TO UNCONSCIOUSNESS

'

cane.

Let us suppose that Jos. Spagettt

PACIFIC STEAMSHIP

IS

i
'

ON HONOLULU

tion there and say the people are not
alarmed.
Refugees arriving at Santiago, on
horseback say the deaths number 'lo,- 000 and that there are fiO.ooo refugees
In the mountains.
The squares are
full of people who have been driven
from their homes. Thousands
are
praying in the streets and many peo-- !
pie have gone mad. The government
bus declared an indefinite period of
mnuri.lng.

Fq

REEF

m

Honolulu, Aug. 20. The Pacific
1
Steamship company's steamship .Man- - '
!rhurhi is on a reef at Rabbit Island.
T'ie Manchuria struck bow on dur- '"g the heavy rain storm about 4:30;
this morning. The agents of the Pa-- )
(iflc Steamship company with a tug!
5A
am' an inter-islan- d
steamer ha.e gone!
tne
scene. An officer who has!
t0
come ashore expressed
the opinion
that the vessel can be floated at high
tide tomorrow morning at alout the
i
Capital City s Loss, y
same hour she struck. There Is uo
Santiago, Chile, Aug. 20. Five hun- - danger of any loss of life, but it. is
dred persons ate dead at Valparaiso feared that the steamer may be seri- 'A
as a result of the earthquake shocks, ously damaged.
according to the latest advices based
on reports of refugees Mho reached 'LAUGHTER OF PEOPLE
ABOUNDS IN RUSSIA '
this city this morning. The monetary
Russia. Aug. 2u. Two.1
loss at Valparaiso will run Into the' t'sovka,
millions. Six or eight other elt ies s',"a,r,,Ils "f dragoon last nlht behave been destroyed. The railroad. B.an tlle disperse of the nueting of the
'a,k
Minors when several shots
street railway, telegraph and tele- firel from In back of the crowd,
phone systems are thoroughly demor- ali.e l. The known dead in 'this city whicn numbered several thousand,
number twenty. Mine. Mou.t, wife of lle dragoons repli. d with five
killing and wounding many min- Moutt, who
was
reported
v
kliled, is alive. l)iit seriously Injured.
ringleaders of ihe (lis
uruance have been arrested.
It is expected that the street railways
The
and lighting systems in this city will neatest txcltement prevails here.
be jv.top'd today.
St. Louis Wool Market.
t
ht. lxniU,
I'u.
11 imij.,.t,
Wool steadv.
territory and western mediums. 221
Messages Sent Out.
-- Se;
fine ami mediums Hifr'nc tine
London. Aug. 20. Tho Chilean legation today received a cable mes-s'-r- U ft 7.
from Santiago reading us fol- MARTINIQUE
ISLAND
lows:
"On the evening or' August 10
"ELS THE TREMBLORS
a severe earthquake
shock was f.dt
de
Joit
fiance, Island of Martinfruiii Valparaiso to Talca. The loss of
ique, Aug. 2u. Earthuuake i.h.-Xew York. A u
MaAnini.g
,.f
l:le was not very grea'. The damace ...
...
v.,
t,
wimiy were felt In the hundreds n' victims d tin- brutality
to property was considerable at Val!".
paraiso
0!a",,ii',.'!r a. 1:13
was less at
of thugs in t,e
Pubof street
m. ami
" ii
a in
' ""
lic order has been entirely maintained.
ip tors
by i In.-- Ijio iKlyn
in. today. No damage was djiit--:7
The aiitln rltics and several persons
KJpid
ransi' Co. to t utm-- rt nie lufire succoring tho distressed people.
Metal Market.
cent fare for u siagle ride, was Thus,
The foreign legations are lending aid.
N'fw York, Aug. 2'. Lead quiet, Kice. who was
beaten into
The north was whoiiy unaffected.
$5.73; copper, firm,
When a Coney Island car
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Rockefeller's Stomach But
Not His; Pocket Book Has
Been Slightly Deranged,

"

LIFE SENTENCE IN PEN

Forest Fires Are Now Destroying
Timber at Great Rate In All
The Lake Region
Washington, Aug. 20. Negro troops
at Fort Brown, Texas, who were guilty of serious disorders there, have
been ordered to Port Rino-ni.ni
company B, 26th infantry, white company, ha been ordered from Fort
Rlngold to Fort Brown.
i

OIL CONGE8TED STOMACH
TROUBLES OLD JOHN D.
Celevland. Ohio, Aug. 20. Indiges-

tion, from which he has suffered for
three days, kept Mr. Rockefeller in
doors at his Forest Hill home Sunday.
The Euclid Avenue Baptist church
was crowded, many of those present
being strangri led by the announcement that Rockefeller would be present. Dr. Cortland Myers of the Baptist tabernacle, Brooklyn, preached a
sermon during the course of which ha
defended Rockefeller from the newspaper attacks.
f
'

llu"f

o"

en-an- d

SITUATION

mat mucn time, at least, must
So Josepn waits until the

WIT

period has expired five years
BRYAN DOES NOT
from the date of his landinir
It will be 1M1, In September.
Joseph looks up two nelghliors for witnesses for this time he must go to
ILLINOIS INSTRUCTION
the court with witnesses. These wit-isses must be American citizens.
They must be persons of good char- t he ilhl. tfi
Mint Ihev Til
Gibraltar, Alia 20. Wm. J. Bryan
of their own knowledge that Joseph iand party boarded the North I.loyd
Spatettl lias lived In the United States line steamer I'riuzesa Irene at 1 oil
live yejts.
III. today.
The steamer sailed at
This time Josejih must take $2 as i p. in.
a fee for the clerk of the court.
Hut, before he goes to the clerk,
Peoria. Aug. 20. William J. Bryan,
lie must do another very Important according to his friend, Judge Owen P.
thine. II- - must write to Washington, Thompson of Jacksonville, desires no
to the bureau of naturalization, ask- instructed delegarg from Illiuols in
ing the bureau to scud him a certifi- the next democratic national conven11

cu-on- r

P-

in which iti'-wis ri'liug to oney Island, reached 'he lucent ljU Kjce
retused to submit to the exaction. He
was set upon by the company's guards
ami jMMimied, diMfi:ed from the car
and. before the olicc could stop the
disturbance, so violently treated that
he was unconscious for hoars, and for
a tim-- his life wa.-- dispured of.
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CAUFORNIA MURDERER GETS
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years,
elapse
ft

J1
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NEGRO TROOPS
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Scheck-Stackpol-

V.

.

'

GETS

ht

lzen8hlI1-Hazleton-

ff

BROWNSVLLE

8LICHT PUNISHMENT
comes to America- from Rome, arrlv- FOR GREAT CRIME
QU
I n ...
tnor
.jit
T
- '
.
i
' n Qunlanilta
utrw
lay,
j
will,
i'
i
Los Aneeles. Anir 20
Aftoi .i ..lib
then he In effect.
erating twenty-eighour the Jury
,
Suppose Spagettl decides to go to
So on tn0 fin' flay' Spagettl goes in me case of Ernest O. Stackpole,
Ta., to work in tlie coal
,J the fourt with his witnesses; he tried for the murder Of his14mistress'
mines. He has friends there.
rodnr.
Now theie Is no hurry a!out Jo-- ' sll0W8 that he CHn ,alli English; he nusband. Joel Scheck Jnnn
day returned a
seph's "first naners."
H
iratn answers any questions the court de- - the first degree verdict of murder In
and fixed the penalty
nothing liy applying a! once; for slrea to aslt and any which may be
e.
'at life Imprisonment. .Mrs.
by the district attorney,
then
new law, he must
the
under
''ut
have
.
.......
.
.
..
....
..
.
...
1.
...v.
II
accom-n
as (iant1 j Jiu plice, will the
oven in ins country nve years before'"" va
be tried next. During the
he can heromo
naturalized citizen, 8" an(l 'a handed a beautifully
trial of Stackpole she made a full conhe must wait two years bet ween Kravel certificate of citizenship tn- 2mvpH In ttin titlrenil nf (in?rvtnir fin.1 cession of her part In the plot and
his first and second naiiers.
printing In Washington and printed murder. She had exnerteil
SlIIIOSO. at the end c.t
vrnr
murdered man's life Insurance and
Joseph spagettl decides- that he will on money paper and he is a citizen. the
stay. He will have to o tr tho
Every care will be taken to prevent then marry Stackpole.
clerk of the court telther furlnrnl nr forgery or counterfeiting of the new
OF DOLLARS' WORTH
slate) uavliig jurisdiction where he certificate of citizenship. Every blank MILLIONS
OF PROPERTY IS DESTROYED
resides, and make his declaration. will be numbered, and clerks of court
2). The Mesba rango
Aug.
Ruluth,
This will cost !. He can do it can obtain them only from the Wash- Is a veritable furnace
as a result of
ington
showing
authorities and on
through an Interpreter, if he is unable
the fires that aro still spreading
over the
to speak Kngllsh. The clerk of the authority of the court.
Each blank parched
surface of
ground and
court will fill a form staling that the will have to be accounted for, and the swamps. Millions ofthedollars'
worth
law nroviilea a fine of l.'al for anv of property,
applicant is white, or a negro, etc.
clerk neglecting to account for a blank peril. Peopletowns and mines are la
i iu re are nine states in wnlcli
at various points are.
simple declaration will entitle him to'80 furnished,
firing."
No c,'urt 13 Permitted to Issue nat- - "back
vote, li will also entitle him to take
..
t t... I..
Urali'sntlnn rurllAQln.. u Uhln
Joseph Spagettl must now wait two,,a'a I'rior t0 an election.
V.

Many Have Gone Mad.
Buenos Ayres, Aug. 20. The cut-oin the SantiaKO telegraph line is being
repaire and hundreds of private messages have been received. They report everything in satisfactory condi-

final citizenship with his certificate, a
copy of his original declaration and
his two American citizen witnesses.
This time, the law specifies, he must
tell nis desires o the clerk In English and the clerk must find out If he
can taU English.
Then the two witnesses will he
questioned. The anuswers to these
questions will be made under oath,
and will be put into the shape of two
affidavits. The witnesses will be asked whether Spagettl Is a good
person ;wnether he ever has
been arrested or sent to jail; whether
he knows about the American constitution and form of government, and
likes It. The witnesses Wi.i el so be
asked a few questions about themselves. ;
v
i
If everything appears satisfactory
Spagettl will sign the formal application and the witnesses will sign the
affidavits. Then the clerk will tell
Spagettl to come back on a certain
date about
later wlien
the court is In session. So he gives
up his 2 and all his papers and goes
away.
Thereupon the clerk of the court
starts the ball rolling. The application Is made out In duplicate, and Ou
copy, wun ine affidavits and certificate attached. Is, within the next 30
days, sent to Washington to the bureau of naturalization. Here It is thoroughly investigated. The law allows
the bureau sixty days for this sole
purpose, and no final certificate of
citizenship can be given until thiw
time has expired.
And this Is where Uncle Sam get
busy. It Is not enough that Spagettl1
papers are all In Droner form ai.H
look straight.
The bureau will send
out Inspectors to find If In fact things
are what they seem. If a special
agent found the witnesses to be professional wltnetiitefl. nr flnniratti fr l.n
a felon, or a bad character, he would
so report, ana ine Dureau would send
word to the district attorney to appear In court on the day set for Spagettl to come in, and to oppose the
granting of citizenship to him. If the
court persisted, the district attorney
could note an appeal to the higher
court.
If, however, Spagettl U found to be
a good peaceable man, and hla witnesses sood American
Itliena the
agent so reports to the bureau, and
the bureau returns the papers to the
clerk of the court, without objection
to the granting of a certificate of cit- -

cate showing that he has been ha the
I'nited States five years. The bureau
will examine the immigration records
at New York, and finding everything
as ho has represented, will send him
this certificate free of cos'.
So Spagettl goes to ine court for

tion unless tho national committeman.
Roger ('. Sullivan, is repudiated by tie
morrow's state conveution. Judge
Thompson made a statement Immediately uioii his arrival in the city
that he had received such a message
from Mr. Bryan.

SEEMS

TO

BE BAD IN CUBA
New York, Aug. 20. A cablo dlj-patch to a morning paper from Ha-- !
vatia says that following the arrest
yesterday of several prominent men
in connection with thj alleged conspiracy to assassinate President Palma
ami overturn the government, Speak-- i
er Fryere had a consultation with
President Palma last night ami decided to summon an extraordinary
session of the house this morning to
discuss the uprising.
The dispatch
adds that numerous bands are Joining Pino (Juerrera. A suspicious looking schooner is off Pina Del Rio. The
rebels have seized tho mall steamer
Consolidation.
The government hat
established a censorship over the
press dispatches and all telegrams are
delayed. Officials maintain silence as
to tlie situation.
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Tfca Citizen Publishing Company

for the Injustice of which the white
people of Sout.i Africa must intimately pay the penalty. Cruelty to a
"niggar' is tnougni nounim vi

Preventing

-

nntain regard
doca or beasts of burden tney are
paatafflaa forttMnlVM thranah the hustled off the street pavements in;l
la mmm
aa iium
prohibited from riding on public
tramway cars, lney are loieratea
and allowed to breatne uoob iresn
air if tbey will do menial work at low
wages. Because tney no nor. regaru
It a a high honor to minister to tne
'nil tt their white overlords and
Cownty
pPPfer to live at their native kraals,
OttUlal Paper f BrnallMo
4 tarjr or AiDuquorquo.
a neavy tax per head la put upon
them and when goaded to attack".
coupie oi policemen ,
UrrtClty.dCoMyClrtulM.
.
themselves, , nn
worn tho --flirffrpsnor
-or. TM Urwn B
viral...
tirrnt Marthfa srirent CIrtuUTIMfc excuse was louiiu iu emusuicr
Ld- a8 ,)Popie m Great

I'"

i

n. an
frrhriLp-montl- if.

mmr W

jr

la

one of the best informed men on Tie
subject In England, said:
I have heard scores of colonists
in Natal assert that the best solution
I
. .V,
,l
.l
.rill.
ally kill the Macks off. I W urth'.
and say that Natal has deliberately

MONDAY, AUGUST

fliould be working for yout
h" iouid glidly lend you tnonefT
uld like to buy your hors??
.vna
wjio would buy an Interest In your business?
who would buy that lot of ground?
who would buy your old bicycle?
wb

20, 1906.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

....

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUERQUE

FurnisH you
Citizen Want Ads,addresses
wi45 names and
of people who are
"Neccessary to You- - Prosperity"

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

T5hQ

For this reason you should
use every precaution to ward off
disease, by using preparations
of known value to disinfect your
home and premises. We carry
a full line of antiseptics, disdeodorizers,
infectants,
and
which are very valuable for
keeping Blckness out of your
uome, especially during the hot
weather.
Come In and see what we
tteve. Buy If you want to.

An old South African colonist and

Mmw

the man
the man
the n.'-.the man
of the man
of the mao

of
of
of
of

Is Much Easier Than

It

CITIZEN.

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME, AND ADDRE

Sickness
Curing

EVENIKQ

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAYINGS .DEPOSITS

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
IF YOTJ WANT help of any kind, or
puvuo
any
Kina,
employment of
aallv hv Carrier. : 60C per month
call or write Abraham's Employment office, 120 West Silver avefnue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones. On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
nwthr.
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
Automatic, 379; Colorado,289.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REMwrtitlOg B&tei MM8 InOTu On Application rebellion. Prominent politicians have
WANTED.
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
years with the idea
WANTED A porter; must ue a y $200. Loans are quickly made and
n
a fine hr iHrtlfrbi oa been obsessed for
always
I
was
rising
hand.
worn.
at
a
that
ot u parr.
liable man to do general
iatatr any
Rtrietlv nrivate. Time: One month
b addnraad to felt that the fear of these cravens
ply to Grunsfeld Bros
Al lattara aaa ramlttancaa ahould
to one year given. Goods remain In
considering
Iwarta,
the
t'nat
ridiculous,
Com
was
rant.
ItiiinRim
girl for general house your possession. Our rates are reasonWANTEDA
,
And aarpraaa moiMaj aridara
jwUffli
aaMaa-aasse
only
with
were
armed
natives
work; two in family. Apply to J. w. able. Call and see us .before borrowgais, knobkerrles, and a few obsolete
Johnson, P.ank of Commerce.
ing.
turn.
worm
will
even
a
rifles. But
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
THE HOUSEHOLD LiUAIN w.
WANTED To trade new wheel for
In Natal has ever yet
statesman
No
rifle.
IS
Shotgun
Colorado
Winchester
Steamship
tickets to and from all
or
Avtomaflo I S3
either
as
Is
native
the
known
tackled what
205 East Railroad Ave.
parts of the world.
C. A. Wright, Alvarado curio rooms.
and Solicits
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
problem. The problem Itself may be
Rooms 3 and. 4, Grant Bldg.
o
simply stated. The white settlers are
WANTED A good woman cook
Capital,
$150,000.00.
New
Accounts
Ave.
315 West Railroad
by the
tremendously outnumbered
cook only one meal a iay. uooa
' PRIVATE OFFICES.
cook.
waees.
Must be first-clablacks, who, of course, are low down
Open Evenings.
In the scale of civilization.
What Is SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
German or Swede preferred.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
niniuie-gegoing to happen? That Is the prob
steady
WANTED A
Luna, President: W. S. 8trlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
Solomon
lem.
CARDS
woman to do cooking and general PROFESSIONAL
Full Set of Teeth
JohnBon, Asst. Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solo"The native rarely obtains Justice, Gold Crowns
$6
housework. Apply or addres Mat
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. B. Croaiwell.
as a perusal of the sentences Inflicted Gold Filling
$1.50 up
thews' Jersey Dairy, AlDuquerqu
LAWYERS.
by the courts of Natal will clearly Painless Extracting
50c
Gentlemen's second-han- d
WANTED
show. One Draco In particular, of t'ne
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The United States civil service
commission announces an examination
on August 29, 1906, to secure eligibles
tro mwhlch to make certification to
fill a vacancy in the position of chemist, Bureau of Science, Manila, P. I.,
at $1,500 per annum, and vacancies
as they may occur in the Philippine
service requiring similar qualifications.
It will not be necessary for appli
cants to appear at any place for exTheir eligibility for the
amination.
position will be determined upon the
in application
evidence furnished
Form 375 concerning their education,
training and experience.
Qualifications It is desired to
the services of a young man, en
ergetic and capable, wh; hag had sev
eral years of university training in a
first class Institution, and this training should Include a thorough foundascience, auch
tion ,n all lines of
as can be obtained Dy persons special
any
izing in chemistry at
one of the
firsb class schools which make a
specialty of giving chemical traintng.
His main training should be in organic chemistry. The work required
Is of a routine nature and covers an
alytical methods and results, and the
person appointed must be accurate
and careful and should have a good
technique. There are In tne bureau,
however, other chemical positions
which are practically for purposes of
researcn.
There Is a considerable
number of positions the salaries of
which range from $1,600 to $2,500 per
annum, and even higher, so that the
person appointed to the position for
which this examination Is held, If he
proves himself capable of filling higher
positions, will have promotions open
to him as rapidly as vacancies occur,
and It Is stated that such vacancies
will not oe too long delayed. The
person appointed must not only have
the ability and technique, but he must
aave ambition to push his work In
every way possible, and to keep
abreast of literature. The labortory
Is thoroughly equipped for all classes
of chemical wortr.
Age limit, 18 to 40 pears on the
date of examination.
The United States civil service com
mission announces an examination on
August 29, 196, at the places men
tioned below, to secure ellgibies from
which to mane certification to fill va
cancies as they may occur In the
of stenographer and typewriter
(male) in ' He Panama Canal and Phil
ippine services:
Atlanta, Ga.; Cincinnati, Ohio; St.
Louis, Mo.;
Mass.; Denver,
Colo.; St. Paul, .i'nn.; Brooklyn, N.
Y.; New Orleans. La.; San Francisco,
Cal.; Chicago, 111.; Philadelphia, Pa.;
Washington, it. C.
Men only will be admitted to. this
examination, which is held In view of
the small number of applicants tor
the examination recent 1 ybeld. Age
limits: Panama Canal service. 20 to
45 years; Philippine Bervice, 18 to 40
years, on the date of the examination.
The United States civil service commission announces an examination on
August 29, 1906, to secure ellgibies
from which to make certification to
fill the following named positions at
Manila, P. I., and similar vacancies
as they may occur In the Philippine
One inspector of the manservice:
ufacture of pipe, who must be entirely familiar with the shop practice
and details of riveted steel pipe construction; one Inspector for the laying of pipe; one inspector of tunnels;
one inspector for duty at the reservoir; and two sewer Inspectors.
It
Is expected that the salary of ea.ih
exposition will be $1,800 per annum,
cept the first mentioned, the salary of
which wtll probably be higher. No
educational test will be given, and it
will not be necessary for applicants la
appear at any place for examination.
The examination wlil consist of the
subjects mentioned below, weighted is
Indicated:
Subjects.
Weights.
20
1. Age
20
2. Physical condition
60
3. Experience

te

n
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PAGE THREE

University Heights Improvement Co., Owners

PER YEAR

Some of the Positions Open and
the Dates of the

100
Total
Applicants muBt sumbit with their
applications complete statements of
their experience and statements from
at least three persons by whom, under
whom, or with whom they have besn
employed, touching their experience
along the particular line for which
application is made. Age limit, 18 to
40 years on the date of the examination.
Tne United States civil service commission announces an examination on
August
1906, at the places mentioned in the accompanying list, :o
secure leigibles from which to make
certification to fill t least ten vacancies in the position of assistant
engineer, at salaries of $1,00 to
$1,600 per annum and two or more
at a salary of $1,800 pur annum each,
in the Philippine service, and similar
vacancies as they may occur In that
service. Applicants must indicate in
their applications that they have been
graduated in civil engineering from a
reputable technical school.
Tlie United States civil service commission announces an examination on
September 5, ltMiti, at the places mentioned in the accompanying list, to
secure eligibles from which to make
certification to fill a vacancy In the
position of enginenian, at $1,000 per
annum, quartermaster's department ftt
largo. Fort McKiuley, Me., and vacancies as they may occur in any
branch of the service requiring similar qualifications. Applicants must
show in their applications that they
have a thorough knowledge of and
experience
boilers,
engines,
with
steam pumps, dynamos, swith boards,
and storag tri.attcries, and ability to
rea.l anil tent Watt meters, and to care
for and make slight repairs to arc
lights, iHiie lines. House wiring and
elurio lighting fixtures. Age limit,
2n years or over on the date of
amina'ion.
2D-3-

t

CITIZEN.

Albuquerque is going to grow, and grow fast, millions of dollars worth of improvements are being lined up and soon be under' way. If you want to get in on the ground
flour buy some of these beautiful 50 foot lots in UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS at from $25.00 to $150.00 per lot Only $5.00 down $5.00 per monthno interest
Call at Office for illustrated booklet, or. free automobile ride to the property.

ns

Pay
31.000 TO $2,000

hi

in

EVENING

The United States civil service corn-- .
mission announces an examination on
September
1906, at the places;
mentioned In the accompanying list,'
to,secur eligibles from which to
make certification to fill vacancies in
the position of examiner, at $1,800 per:
annum, ,nd
nt sal-- ;
arles ranging from $1,200 to $1,600;
per ennum, in the recl&matijn service
of the seo'ioslcal survey, and similar
vacancies as they nr.y occur In that
service. The dutie: of the positions
are In conaoction w th the purchase of
property, secur.ng rlshts of my for
ditches, preparing abstracts of prop
erty, aim the formation of cont-act- s.
Applicants must indicate in iheir ip- plications ..ant have had a high school
education or ts equivalent, tnat they
have been admitted to the bar, and
that they nave had at least one year
of legal expei lence In localities where
Irrigation l..w lu In force. Two days
will be required for this examination.
Age limit, 20 to 40 years on the date
of the examination.
The United States civil service com
mission announces an examination on
September 19, 1906, at the places mentioned in the accompanying list, to se
cure eligibles from which to make
certification to fill a vacancy In the
position of interpreter, at $1,00 per
annum, in the bureau of Immigration,
Ellis Islanu, N. Y., and other similar
vacancies as they may occur in that
service requiring ability to read, write
and speak Syrian and Ruthenian.

First National Bank Building
At Washington
R. II. E.
Washington
2 4 4
1
4 10
Cleveland
Batteries: Falkenberg and Warner;
Bernhardt and Bemls,
R. H. E.
At Boston
8 9 0
Boston
Batteries: Winter and Carrlgan;
Donovan and Schmidt.
R. H.E.
At Philadelphia
11 0
St. Louis
4' 8
3
Philadelphia ....
Batteries: Powell, Pelty, Spencer
and Hickey; Waddell and Powers.

19-2-

ALBUUERU E

15;

LAS VEGAS 6

ttz were the only two Brownies who
didn't get hits. These two hardies,
also vaulted Into the limelight by
tangling up on a skyscraper hack of
second base. Corhan had the ball in
his glove, when Ortis collided with
him, knocking the pellet to the sod.
The batting features of the game were
by Galiegos. One
two
was made when the bases were full.
Coomer, a pitcher Las Vegas had
imported from the Three I league, wag
taken out in the seventh inning, and
three-bagger-

FEATURE

OF

GAME

FIGHTING

TINGTHREE

WAS
AND HIT-

GAL-LEGO- S'

PITCHER
KNOCKED OUT IN
8EVENTH
I

Cavanaugh's Brownies won from
Las Vegas at Galllnas park yesterday
in the presence of ai.out loo fans, and
di.l many other things to their cradit
au l discredit. The score was 15 to 6.
Among the credit marks two are
marked up to Galiegos, the Browns'
pitcher, one for nice work In
the box end the other for hard hitting, and among the discredit marks,
one long one is coming to the Mexican for flgiuing little Roy Cchan,
Ue Browns' skcohu bason tn.
1 ho row car.ie up in th t last half
if tl:y third lnlng. At the beginning
of t'e half the score stood 6 to 0 In
f;ieor of 'he Bicwns, and up until that
time sailing had been smooth for the
D'iKe City l.imcn.
The trouble started when Corh.iii crrcic-on a gentle
grounder to mcit.u. giving Angel first
lose Coomer Ml the next ball to
Conway at first and to catch the advance runner, Conway threw the ball
to second. The throw was a bad one
and the ball hit Angel In the back and
rolled harmlessly to one side. Looney
hit the next one down to Salazar at
third and the Darelas kid to be In
style, tumbled it Into an error, and
tw j men scored while Corhan muffed
a liali to catch Looney, who attempted
and did make second. Galiegos thought
that Corhan was loafing and before
anyone knew what was taking place
the Mexican was down at second
striking with savage swings at the

The United States civil service
commission announces an examination
on September 5, 1906, ta the places
mentioned In the accompanying list,
to secure eligibles from which to
make certification to fill a vacancy in
the position of interpreter, at $1,200
per annum in the Immigration service
at El Paso, Texas, and other similar
vacancies as they may occur in that
service requiring ability to read, write
and speak Assyrian and Greek.
The United States civil service
commission announces an examination on September 20, 1906, at the
places mentioned In the accompanying list, to secure eligibles from which
to make certification to fill a vacancy
in the position of interpreter, at $1,200
per annum, in the bureau of immigra
tion, Ellis Island, N. V., and other
similar vacancies as they may occur
in that service requiring ability to
read, write and speak Hebrew, Polish,
Knowledge of
Slovak and German.
Ruthenian also desired.
The United States civil service
commission announces an examination
CE- - THIS
on September 12, 13 and 14, 1906, at
Hurried
the places mentioned in the accompanying llt, to secure eligibles from
WORK"
which to make certification to fill a
vacancy In the position of engineer
draftsman, at $1,500 to $2,000 per annum, In the reclamation service, geological survey, an dslmllar vacancies
as they may occur in any branch of
will
the service. The examination
consist of the subjects mentioned be
low, weighted as Indicated:
Subjects
Weights.
1.
Mathematics (pure mathematics, up to and Including calculus,
theoretical and applied mechanics, with special application to
the class of work to be done) . . 25
2. Materials and design (comprls- Ing knowledge of steel. Iron,
etc., and design of columns, girders, trusses, etc.)... 40
Corhan Going After Stones.
3.
Drawing (Involving ability to
draw designs neatly to scale,
(Tender.
Corhan dodged the blows
i
15
tracing, etc.)
and ran down to the side line at first
4.
20 bae,
Training and experience
where he icund a pile of stones
that had been gathered up off the dia100
Total
mond and deposited there. ImmeTime allowed for this examination: diately the air became filled with flyFirst day, 5 hours; subject, 1. Sec- ing missiles
and it kept Galiegos very
ond day, 7 hours; subject 2 begun. busy, several seconds
dodging them.
Third day, 7 hours, subject 2 finished Then, ne too, went for the rock pile,
and subject 3. Age limit, 20 years or but the beligerents were separated beover on date of the examination.
fore any real damage was done. Another error and a hit by Woolf gave
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
the Meadow City team five runs for
the inning. In the sixth Taylor took
(Homestead Entry No. 6263.)
Department of the In trior. Land Of- one In the slats and the pass assisted
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, July by a sacrifice and two more errors,
one by Salazar and one by Clancy,
17. 1906.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol- gave the home team their final score.
Tne Browns began making scores
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof from the beginning. Corhan and Or- in support oi his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on
September 6, 1906, viz.:
Felix Uarcia y Salazar, of Albuquerque, Bernalillo county, New Mexico, for the NE
SE,i. Section 10;
.
SWH SWtf, Section 11, Township 10
north, Range 5 east.
He nanus the following witnesses
to prove his continuous resilience upon
and cultivation of raid land, viz.
Pilar Trujlllo, Francisco Olguln, Da-riGutierrez and Juan Apodaca, all of
Carpenter, New Mexico.
1

to

'
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Western Ltague.
R. H.E.
At Omaha
1
5 1
Omaha
2 6 0
Denver
Batteries: Corns and Gondlng;
Wright and Welgardt.
R. H.E.
At Lincoln-- 1
6 3
Lincoln
0 4 1
Sioux City
Batteries: Eyler and Zlnran; Jar-ro- tt
and Hess.
American Association.
At Kansas City-Ka- nsas
5
City
1
Louisville
At Minneapolis
0
Toledo
5
Minneapolis
Second game
7
.
Toledo
4
Minneapolis
At Milwaukee
4
Milwaukee
6
Indianapolis
mbus
At St.

s

SUNDAY'S

GAMES.

National League.

At St. Louis

'

Mat-thews-

American League.
'
At New York
R. H.E.
Chicago
10 12 1
New York
0 5 6
Batteries:
Walsh and Sullivan;
Chesebro and Thomas.

The intense itching; characteristic
of salt rheum and eczema is Instantly

allayed by applying Chamberlain's
Salve.
As a cure for skin diseases
this salve Is unequaled. For sale by
ail druggists.
I

,

a'l

i!ruis:

TENT CITY
ASK ANY

lis.

!.!

I

CORONADO BEACH, CALIFORNIA

Po you
tints in Vuur tare ?
If you urc one of the wise women wii

S

We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete
Have been appointed exclusive agents
In the Southwest for
JOS. ScHLITZ,
' WM. LEMP AND
ST. LOUIS A. B. C.
BREWERIES.
YELLOWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRANER'S
CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T.J. MONARCH,

And other standard brands of whiskies
too numerous to motion.

But sell the atraight article as received by us from the best Wineries,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
Issued to dealers only.

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN HROTHKRS

-

SANTA FE,

-

NEW MEXICO

FORTY-EIGHT-

H

YEAR

BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, 1906

BRO. E. LEWIS, PRESIDENT
THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting

First and Marquette

Albtfqtserqae, New Mexico

AS A SPECIAL

INDUCEMENT

ta those who are anxious to have a
gas range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this
unique otter, good till August 20.
Detroit

Ga
Jwl
Terme, 5

Range No.
cash and 4 a
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Ga Ranga, No.
$22.50.
Terme, $5 cash and $3.50 a
month for five months.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each purchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's suDscrip-no- n
to one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.
$21.00.

62-1-

25-1-

coocooco
J. H. O'REILLY & CO.

iRLI
COROMADO

whflte of youth.

ei'iits

Wines, Liquors & Cigars

'LEADING DRUGGISTS'
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

The pSok and

7S

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th A MO GOLD

Register.

CHARLES WAGNER DIES
SUDDENLY AT SANTA FE
Ieath came swiftly and with little
warning to Charles Wagner, an old
citizen and leading merchant of Santa Fe. He died very suddenly aliout
10 o'clock Saturday morning at the
family residence on San Francisco
street. Heart disease was the immediate cause of his demise. The end
came so quietly that none of the
members of the family knew he was
dying until after he had breathed fcis
last.

I'rio

:

w

R. OTERO.

we know you look teu Years younger
than many of your
who arc
leallv younger than you are.

Go.

,

o

Hagan's Magnolia Balm

Lipr

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS

Sky-scrape-

half-heart-

Treasurer.

R. H.E.

Tangled On One St. Louis
1 4 .
Philadelphia
6 8 1
Batteries Hlgglns,
Karger
Shoup finished the game. Twelve
and
hits were made off Coomer in seven Marshall; Richie and uooin.
game
, R. H. E.
innings and three were made oft
Second
St. Louis
Shoup in two innings.
6 10 3
Philadelphia
4 6 3
Score
R. H. E.
Batteries Beebe
Las Vegas ...005.00 1000 6 6 8
Noonan;
and
Albuquerque .10 5 3 0 0 50 115 15 9 Duggleby and Donovan.
At Chicago
R. H. E.
Batteries:
Las Vegas, Coomer,
Shoup and Brown; Albuquerque, Gal- Chicago ... ..
0 3 2
New York
iegos and Brown.
7 10 0
Batteries Taylor and Kling; Wlltse
Belen 6 Solitaires 5.
end Bresnhan.
While the Browns and Blues were
A6 Cincinnati
R. H.E.
fighting In a
way at Las Cincinnati
9 12 2
Vegas yesterday, Belen and the Albu- - Boston
4 10 4
querque Solitaires engaged In a red- Batteries Ewlng and Schlei; Corhot battle at Traction park, which rei ner and Brown.
suited In a victory for the visitors byj Second game
R. H.E.
a Bcure oi o to o. ire attenaauco at Cincinnati
2 7 4
25 cents a head was about $20 short Boston
4 5 0
of the expenses, which were about $50.
Batteries Hall
and Livingston;
This makes one victory each for these Pfelffer and Needham.
contestants, and the rubber Is to be
anticipated, as it is bound to be
Western League,
from a battle royal to a
At Des Moines
R. H. E.
scrapfest. If an open date can be Des Moines
4 8 1
on
found
the Traction park grounds Pueblo
0 3 4
game
played
the
will be
here; but If
Batteries Cicotte end Dexter, Minot ,it will be played at I Belen. The nor and Renniker.
batteries wtre: Beien. Carpenter and
At Omaha
R. H. E.
Neher; Solitaires, Hale ana Gatlln.
Omaha
9 17 u
Denver
3 7 2
SATURDAY'S GAMES.
Gondlng;
Batterler Dodge
and
Steclcer and Zalusky.
At Sioux City
R. H. E.
National League.
4
At St. Louis
R. H.E. Sioux City
k
3 5 2
2 6 2 Lincoln
St. Louis
Batteries Newlin and Hess; Zack- Philadelphia
11 14 2
Ba'tteries: Hostetter, Rhoades and ert and- - Zlnran.
Grady; Sparks, Lush and Dooln.
American Association.
At Kansas City
R. H.E.
At Pittsburg
3
7 8 1 Kansas City
Pittsburg
Brooklyn
7
2 7 8 Indianapolis
(15 innlnp.)
Batteries: Leever and Gibson; Eas-o- n,
At Milwaukee
Mclntyre and Ritter and Bergen.
6
At Chicago
R. H. E. Mllwau. e
1
At Chicago
R. H. E. Louisville
At Minneapoli- sChicago
J. 6 11 4
3
New York
2 7 1 Minneapolis
1
Columbus
Batteries: Brown and Kling;
At St. Paul
and Bresnaban.
9
At Cincinnati
R. H.E. St. Paul
2
Boston
6 14 2 Toledo
Second game
Cincinnati
2 10 1
..
6
Batteries:
Fraser,
Wicker
and St. Paul
Toledo .,
s
Schlei; Young and Needham.
Ortiz and Corhan

O. Bachechl,

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.

2
3

St. Paul

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

,

Consolidated

Paul-Colu-

i

MANUEL,

J. D. Eakln, President.
G. Gloml, Vice President.

ii

A delightful place to spend your summer vacation. Furnished tents and
palm cottages for rent at reasonable rates. You may do your own cooking, or you can get your meals at the restaurant.

Boating

Bathing

Fishing

,

Music

For information itgarding rates for tents and cottages, railroad fares, etc.,

AGENT

Albuquerque Business Men
advertise In the Evening Citizen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
g
read,

.
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Fall Opening of Boys' and Youth's Clothing

wedding to a girlish mind is a thing of misty
and tne
bridesmaids
dainty
veils
.
......wr.ite gieam
..... i.lm., niorrn
.
from the flowers on the altar, wnn me
girl
still ringing In their ears how miny of the brides
friends actually hear the cpcr.ing words of me serine
describing marriage as a state "not ny any to ne
ered into unadvisedly or lightly.
A vounii friend of mine once diverted her audience
a
by announcing that she had seen In one of the shops
had
her,
Bitlted
which
Just
dress
wedding
model of a
picked out a florist and an excellent caterer, and now
11
that she had to find was tie man!
sane-neIt is greatly to her credit and typical of thelingered
she
girl,
that
average
American
of the
over her choice of "the man" until the wedding finery
which had caught her fancy was three years out of

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

A

W. T. McCRElGHT,

Business Manager.

FALL OF THE FORESTS

near fnfiirH thiH country will ne suneihave
once
mmn
tnigmy
The
famine.
a
lumber
Inn
The
rrnnn nr nrp point, like ErSSS before a scythe.
n thi rniintrv in 195 is stated by the de
i. il- The
partment of agriculture at 27.738,000,000 cubic feet.
may be
forests
the
slaughter
of
this
of
proportions
vast
appreciated by Imagining the lumber to be all of inch
thickness, making a "board walk" 2.000 fort wide from
New York to San Francisco.
beBlack walnut has almost disappeared. Oak has
costly.
Is
cheap,
once
pine,
Georgia
come a rare wood.
There is little more white pine and one of the difficulties of building now is that there Is no substitute of
quite such versatile usefulness. Only 3.6 per cent of
the year s cut comes from this noble tree. The asoncemuch.
hemlock furnishes almost three times
In the scarcity of better lumber, poplar and basswood,
l.
which the American of 1850 did not consider ni lor
furnish more than white pine. Maine and Michi
gan are no longer the great lumber states. The Pacific
slope and the gulf lead today, Washington being the
chief lumber state and Ixnilslana second. Arkansas,
Mlssippl, North Carolina, Texas, Alabama, Georgia and
"Virginia mnke with Louisiana eight Bouthern states,
each of which leads Maine in the amount of lumber
produced.
How the huge annual cut of lumber and the ravages
of forest fires as well shall be replaced Is one of the
..most important problems with which this country has
Jo deal. Some of the great railway companies are planting trees by the millions to provide railway ties for the
; future. The Santa Fe has but recently purchased 9000
cres of land, round numbers. In California, which it will
plant for ties. The government has been feebly attempt- Ing experiments In forestry.
But far more thorough
"measures than any yet undertaken must be resorted to,
and that speedily, If the next generation of Americans
Is not to be left without lumber, without matches, without paper, and without nil else which comes from the

In the very

.

nre-wnrn-

trees.

DELEGATE MARK SMITH

:

LETTER

FROM LONDON TOWN

'io0X)XXOOCK000000000XXX

By The Citizen Publishing Company
W. 6. STRICKLER,
President.

CAMPBELL'S

GIRLS SHOULD
NOT MARRY TOO SOON

Has Delegate Mark Smith no money as well as no
The following from the laordsburg Libconscience?
eral would naturally raise the question why Editor
Hughes does not make Delegate Smith do as the
papers have so quickly done In their own behalf. But
here is what Don Kedzle says:
"Some time since Delegate Mark Smith told In
Tucsoa that Editor Hughes of the Star had writ .en a
letter to the president, complaining of some action of
territorial officers, and that the president bail need on
the letter that the writer was 'a fussy person who is of
no consequence,' and referred the letter to the attorney
general. The editor of the Star is not overly popular
among the Arizona newspaper men, and the story went
all over the territory. Mr. Hughes wrote nnd asked
the attorney general about the endorsement, and received a letter from hlra saying there was no endorsement on the letter when the president referred it to
him. Many of the territorial papers, who do not love
the editor of the Star, are avoiding damage suits by
printing a copy of the letter the attorney general sent
to Editor Hughes."
Another item from the Liberal Is suggestive of the
often repeated statement that many of the leading op- -,
ponentB of statehood derive their sustenance from Arizona, but live and move and have their being and spend
their Arizona profits elsewhere. This is the Item:
"All the Arizonans In southern California had a picnic and reunion at Ocean Park last Saturday, and, as is
usual with Arlzonans, had a big time, and they resolved
to have many more such reunions, one every year. C.
M. Shannon was president of the day, and Mark Smith
did 'the talking stunt, once more telling that God Almighty, by his flat, raised an Impassable range of mountains between Arizona and New Mexico,' and intimating
that what God had placed asunder congress should not
join."

(Continued From Page Two.)
of commons. Including some who arc
In close touch
with t'.ie admiralty.
The reason which carles most weight
Is Lord Charles' known hostility to the
Cawdor scheme which each and every
member of the political portion of the
admiralty board desires to continue.
aid one
"If he has resigned,
officer, "It must be as protest
against the cutting down of i.ie Mediterranean fleet from two divisions of
four battlfBulps each to one division
of tour battleships."
Another officer thought that if the
resignation was due to any desire to
protest it would oe against the reported reduction In the constructive
program of the navy.
It Is possible, but not probable, that
"Charlie" Beresford will do more than
threaten. He Is a good sailor, but he
also knows on which side his bread
Why? Admiral Sir ArIs buttered.
thur Wilson Is retiring at the age
limit early next year, and Ivd
Charles, it Is conceded, will succeed
him. Therefore the hero of the Condor Incident at Alexandria, in 1882
probably will reconsider his threat.

A Word to Mothers
Our idea of success is to give each purchaser of Boys'
and Children's Clothing such careful attention and
conscientious service that her full satisfaction 1111
merit continued patronage.

well-kno-

ss

faBhion.

Our sympathetic interest has been aroused by a
recent wedding which gives every promise of turning
out well a love match coming from years after the
h
bride had made her debut, thus giving herself the benefit of a wider knowledge of her own mind.
Compare the lot of this young American with thai
nf a little French convent girl who is barely out of
school before she is given the choice between the life of
a nun or a husband selected by her parents. Or take an
English debutante, who Is considered a failure if sue
is not engaged at the end of her first season. Which
of the three has the best chance of happiness?
The young French girl is the admiration of the resi
of the world, but she is apt to be more or less wasteu
upon the man whom she marries. The English woman,
too, has many admirable qualities, but forced as she is,
however unwillingly, into the position of a "jeune fille
a marier," like Mrs. Wharton's Uly Bart, she loses
charm of girlhood. The value
much of the nymph-lik- e
of "coeducation lies In the fact that it makes it possible
for girls and boys from the age of 16 upwards to fraternize quite naturally and sensibly like the members ol
one large family. A wise mother will encourage hot
daughter to have as many boy friends as possible, taking pains at the same time to direct her choice of them
In this way a young girl learns to accept attentions
gracefully and forms some very valuable friendships.
Friendship, Indeed is all that she is capable of feeling
for years after she leaves school, for the young American takes longer to fall In love than the young of any
other race.
An Englishwoman once opened her eyes In surprise
n
school
upon seeing the graduating class of a
in this city. It was n small and particularly congenial
class, and the boys and girls studied their Latin together In the grounds not tete a tete, Noah's Ark fash-Iobut In groups of four and five went off to football games together, played hockey outdoors and "Up
Jenkins" In the house, and gave most delightful little
parties In rotation, the whole class going together in a
train to the suburbs or wherever the giver of the function lived.
"Think of the flirtations they must have, " declared
the Englishwoman with the brutal frankness of her
tribe, and she laughed in my face when I told her that
they would consider sentiment at their age In very bad
still-girlis-

well-know-

n

Our idea of what the best Juvenile Clothing
should be is expressed in the extensive line of suits
and overcoats for small and larger boys, ranging in age from 2 to 17 years. The
garments will speak for the correctness of our standard if you will come and see
them, and the courtesy and attention you receive will win your approval of our
methods. You will be welcome at our store always.
Fine Clothing and
Furnishing!

World's Bicycle Meet.
A very strong quartet of amateur
riders has been chosen by the special
committee of the National Cyclers'
Union to represent England In the
world s championship contests at Geneva. For the short distance events
the old country will rely upon the
speed powers of H. V. Buck and G. F.
Summers, whose fine perfortnanpes
in the home championships and Important open events since the season
opened, fully Justify thilr selection.
Leon Meredith, who has already
won the event two years in succession, will compete In the 100 kilometers, as well as In the Bprint events.
He has been training hard as he always does for the long distance
event, and It is anticipated that he
will score the third victory, Judging
J. Draper,
from his present form.
who has done well In distance races,
and vho possesses plenty of grit, and
staving power, will be the "second
string" In tne 100 kilometer race.

Mo

MANBEILIL

Fine

Qot hing and
Furnishing

Good Reasons
Why we can sell you
cheaper than our competitors.
First. We are in our
own building don't pay
$300 a month rent.
Second. We buy entirely in car lots lowest
prices; biggest discounts.
Third. We pay cash
every invoice coming
into our store for the past
ten years has been discounted.

The Northward Track.
Cowcs week was the most brilliant
ever. And how royalty, society and
the sportsmen have turned their faces
northward. The Yorkshire moors and
the Doncaster race track are the centers of attraction tor next week. The
king will be on both. His majesty
Is always keen for the opening of the
grouse season, and, of course, has
form.
It is now some years since they graduated, and seldom ocen ahsent from Doncaster
grouse shooting season
only two of them married In the class, the others choos ween. The
opens on ulonday, and the sport prom
been in the furniture
ing comparative strangers.
ises to oe good.
conditions
the
Contrast this state of affairs with
years understand it in every detail, -business for the past twenty-fiv- e
existing in our grandmothers' time, when, if the fiction
,
where and how to buy.
f the day Is to be depended upon, sweet young things
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
ran away from boarding school to marry youths of slx- FURNITURE, CARPETS
een ,or if they completed their education without rim
ing away, soon married a man to reform him. They
DRAPERIES.
Money Market.
may have been more womanly than their descendants,
per cent
Monev on call. firm.
but they certainly had less sense.
Mercantile paper, 54fi6. Bar silver,
One of the happiest women of the last generation
ailed until she was thirty before she married, although
Grain and Provision.
she had been a belle for fourteen years and could have
"getChicago, Aug. 2i. Close:
had almost anyone. She was graceful, witty, an excel
7114 fi4c: Dec. 74VgVjiC.
Wheat
lent dancer, of a type of beauty which was then the
in this life is a
ing
Corn Sept. 48c; Dec. 44Vc.
fashionthat of the Empress Eugenie red hair and the
Oats Sept. 2!!'kC; Dec. 3H6C
matter of shaving; and saving-- .
wonderful complexion which goes wlth.lt, wnich last, by
Pork Sept. $17.05; Jan. $304.
$8.76.
You must shave your expendithe way ,she has still.
Lard Sept $8.678.70; Oct.
Ribs Sept. $9.Ul; Oct. $8.75.
She had seveial love affairs, and one particularly
tures until they are less than your
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
eligible man who proposed to her at a time when her
by
difference
save
the
then
income,
Livestock.
Chicago
EASY TO REACH.
family had become poor, has since risen high In official
putting it into the bank. Or in
Chicago, Aug. 20. Cattle Receipts,
life, in Washington. But, had she married at the con- - 2R.000; steady to strong; beeves. $3.90
inyour
RELIEVES PAIN.
other words, put a part of
New Mexican: Chairman H. O. Bursum, of the ler entional age, Bhe would have missed the greatest hap T6.75; cows and heifers, $1.355.25;
regularly and
uank
into
the
come
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
ritorial republican central committee, stands for Joint piness of her life; for the man who was meant for her stockers and feeders, $2.50 4. 40;
live on the remainder.
statehood because he believes In government of the was not yet In his teens, and she had never seen him. Texans, $3.7a4.60; westerns, $3.70
CURES RHEUMATISM.
You do not have to sacrifice the
people, for the people, by the people, and that at the Now, after twenty years, her husband Is more devoted 5.25; calves, $5.007.uo.
strong;
22,000;
Sheep Receipts,
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
comforts of llvii.g in orCer to save
earliest possible moment. He brushes aside' all other to her than ever. He Is a clever, handsome man, and
considerations, great or small, financial 'or political he as always given the Impression that he Is the older of sheep, $3.25 5.40; lambs, $1.738.00.
It's
ia lit ue out of your income.
CURES DIABETE8.
cares not for them. He believes and bo announces that the two, and although neither rich nor fanimis when
Kansas C ty Livestock. '
the idea of saving a little and savCURES INDIGESTION.
the people of New Mexico and Arizona are entitled to he marled him, ho promises to be both before he dies. Kansas City, Aug. 20. Cattle Reing it with system.
under the constitution of the The wife is beautiful still and one can not realize that ceipts, 13.000; steady; native steers,
speedy
CURES DROPSY.
account helps you to save
A
$4.006.25; southern steers, $2.75
United States, as a sovereign state, and as they can not she will ever grow old. Philadelphia Press.
na;
3.10
$2.00
fi
cows.
4.15; southern
rtgulany.
have all their rights now they should do the sensible
tive cows and heifers, $2.O05.00;
and proper thing and procure all that Is possible and
$2.504.60;
feeders,
FIRST
ACCOMMODATIONS
stockers and
that at Once. New Mexico and Arizona have been under
MOURNFUL HISTORY OF
bulls. $2.00C3.25; calves $2.505.75;
COMMERCE
OF
BANK
CLASS.
THE
west
tutelage long enough. Millions of acres of public land
$3.5006.10;
western fed steers.
HOUSE OF HUNDRED SORROWS
ern fed cows. i2.uti((t'4.L'D;.
and a cash donation of $5,000,000 for public schools are
MEXICO
NEW
steady; ALBUQUERQUE.
says:
people
our
6,000;
"Give
He
matters.
Sheen Receipts.
after all minor
8000ffCOOOOOX)XK)0000XXXXOCCK
See Santa Fe Agent for round
$6.00
$4.50(S5.50:
lambs.
muttons.
and they will take care of themselves;
In James' slip, in New York city, there stands a 7.50; range wethers, $4.50 6.00; fed
rates, good for thirty days.
give them that and with the great resources of the new
trip
known as the "House of the Hundred Sorrows. ewes, $4.25115.50.
state they will need to ask no favors and will not go house
years
city.
For
begging to congress, to the national administration, or It is an ancient landmark of the great
stopping place this side of the
to anyone else; what is Justly due to them will come in It has served as the last
grave for the unfortunate women of the metropolis who CIPRIANI) BACA AN
i
due course of time and no human agency can prevent
logical end of tne
It." This is a most patriotic and statesmanlike view have traveled over and reached th6
sleep
may
statehood mea primrose path. Here the homeless beldame
TO
and ought to appeal to all alike,
NOUNCES FOR SHERIFF
A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. 8. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS
for a penny, though the mlstrees of the bouse does not
statehood men.
and anti-joiMAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE
vouch for the accommodations offered.
There are no beds, no couches naught but some
The people In Lordsburg, Bays the Liberal, are eat
mat
heaps
of rags, occasionally an unhealthy-lookin- g
ever
year
vegetables
this
than
lng fresher and nicer
Special the The Evening Citizen.
innot
penny
corner.
The
does
Into
a
tumbled
tress
Socorro, N. M., Aug 20. IJen- before. In the past the vegetables have been shipped
House
pillows.
The
pillow
cases
and
sheets
and
tenant Cipriano Baca of the
In from Los Angeles, and had to stand the long ship clude
Mounted Follce, has announced
Courtesy and attention to
ment across the desert, or have been hauled In from of the Hundred Sorrows knows no such luxuries as
Your friendship and patronage is appreciated.
that
Its habitues have long since forgotten
himself as a candidate for sheriff
mile haul these.
to us.
a
is
pleasure
the farms on the Gila, and the twenty-fiv- e
guests
a
of Socorro county, lieutenant
across the country, in a springless wagon did not im sheets nnd pillows and pillow cases are essential to
Baca has the unquestioned rcp- LOCATION
prove them. Melons and tomatoes could 'not bo left on good night's rest. For a penny, an extra penny, they
HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
of being an honest and
utaflon
Mother
from
cotton
may,
blanket
however,
thick
rent
a
DESIRABLE.
shipment.
AND
Th
perfect
until
this
vines
CONVENIENT
and
stand
the
fearless officer, and his election
spring some Chinamen started gardens at Duncan, and Shlply. But that extra penny will not bo spent unless
to the office of sheriff of Socorro
not
are
pennies
night
be
unless
cold
the
and
bitter
the
have raised some bumper crops. Their vegetables are
New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
county would mean much for the
picked in the morning, and sent down on the trai less than a irio. For what need hath any mother's
feel at home In our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.
abiding citizens of this coun- law
for
which takes them into Ijordbhuiv by 11 o'clock, and the daughter for a blanket to cover her carcass when
DOOR.
IN COON AND DANCING. CHESTER
DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK
The gardeners the price thereof she may drink one long, deep draught
people never had fresher vegetables.
BEBBER'S SONGS A FEATURE OF
corner?
in
the
black
from
the
birrel
find a ready market In Ixmlsburg, Clifton and
PROGRAM.
"Have vou any city improvement
Within tills house of sorrow are to be seen more
i
for all they can raise, and are making big money from
in in the siibrub in which you live?"
elsewhere
be
found
spectacles
can
borrlfing
OF
than
condiemphatically
of
one
the
SPECIALTIES BY MEMBERS
gardens.
This
is
their
We'v
few.
quite
a
we
have
"Yes.
COMPANY.
tions in which Albuquerque has stood far in advance of a:i the great, wicked city. The long, hard, dusty road changed the name of the place from
Sor Belvidere-on-the-HIto lteividere AMATEUR CONTEST HELD EVERY
other cities In the southwest. Her vegetable supply is whither the gin s' a of the House of the Hundred began
abundant and gathered at her very doors. What differ- rows have travel d to reach Its hospitable horrors
and Bill Monro has taken tho sign out FRIDAY NIGHT, AND CASH PRIZES
ence this makes Is one of the things which the new- us course as a fair primrose path. It Is a comparative!!' of his front yard, and Instead of call AWARDED TH WINNERS.
easy matter to follow the geographical course of that lmr It Mdlehour.' has nailed a num
comer, say from El Paso, for instance, is first to note.
road, beginning In the legions where It wound its way her on the house.
PRICES OF ADMISSION, 15 AND
25 CENTS.
i
I C. Hughes, editor of the Arizona Star, is all pleasantly, and following It through all its deviations
cus
angry
Per Gallon Look here." said tho
a
slip,
James
in
brings
straight
us
it
door
this
to
until
quote
(lav
one
The
of
you
if
did
even
he
the
yesterday
other
richt.
tomer, "the milk
leu
Special Price on Large Orders
morning soured before noon.
Citizen's pet editorials on jointure and credit !. to an- stone's toss from the East river.
been
has
highly!"
Sorrows
House
too
mo
Hundred
of
Bui
the
the
"You compliment
Delivered to any part of the city
other paper. But he Is all right, and the following
words of bis are full of wisdom and resounding in hope. condemned by the authorities, and soon the unfortunates exclaimed the delighted milkman.
week the peoHe says: "Every citizen should bear In mind that the must look elsewhere for their last stopping place this "And to think that last
necused me
street
on
ple
another
over
known
on
grave.
earth
no
the
is
side
There
house
other
selecmost important duty which confronts him Is the
In it!"
formaldehyde
Phone Colo. Bed 82.
putting
of
almshouses
by
No
refuge
name.
outside
the
this
other
tion of the very best qualified citizens as delegates to
women
the consttutional convention. Ix not be deceived. No of the land opens its doors to these unfortunate
Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
matter what may be urged to the contrary the delegates when they have come to this final stage in their progof Monday, and get Is back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.
elected will form the constitution of the state of Arizona. ress downward. Hut. although there Is but one House
At- - VV-r-S STw I
CA
not
That is Just as ct itain as that the sun will rise tomor- the Hundred Sorrows, there is no lack of sorrows;
have
don't
O
work
DRY
ROUGH
Our
numberone hundred sorrows, but sorrows well nigh
row morning."
be washed over, imperial i.aunury
less; sorrows than which this world knows no deeper, in
O
Co.
The Citizen acknowledges receipt of a handsomely and to reach which a merciful nature kindly decrees
o
Agent For
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK CREAM
printed invitation to attend the opening, next Friday few shall be permitted to live long enough.
take no ether.
s
There is no more terrible arraignment of modern BREAD and
evening, of the Belen Commercial club. It would afford
.
o
"
ads bring results.
The Citizen much pleasure to attend In full force, but civilization than tne tact that wnatever u may
Want
Citizen
of its
Embalming Is Our Specialty
in case "the main push" can not get away, The Citizen theory, in practice it decrees that this portion
common humanity is hopelessly outcast.' It practically
will try to "send a hand."
All kinds of coin machines sold or placed on commission. Amuseadmits its helplessness in the presence of this
nickel and penny machines, trade producers, money machines;
ment
Ave.
Railroad
and
Cor.
Fifth Street
large pronts on small investments, investigation invited.
Dally Optic: Notwithstanding the fact that prices which is as old as human history. It can not eradicate,
152.
Auto.,
Colo, phone, Black, 298.
Vre not ruling a hit'h as they did last year, the New can only regulate ami control, says civilization.
PENNY PARLOR, 2161a South Second Street, Albuquerque, N. M.
TO DATE SIGNS
And so the peoples of all lands go their way, calmly
Mexloq wool grower is having another prosperous year
S00!
A Citizen Classified t.d
or scornfully Indifferent to this, one of the most gigantic
and the cattle man is better off than he ha been
invesinient.
AVENUE.
Ueuvc-- r Times.
SILVER
"
208
WEST
evils.
of
all
"
year.
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Outline of Work For the
Days Session-Oth- er
Conventions

Catron, of Santa Fe, Hon. A. B. Mo
Millin or Albuquerque, and Hon. w.
C. Oshorn, of New York. Those papers will deal wlm subjects or interest
to the profession.
ED
Evening: Ilanquet at the lodgv
rilnin? room for the lawyer and their
wives and families.
,
Thursday. August 23. at 10 a. m.:
Three nunine session of the associition.
isoon: isuroecue ior uieinners snu
families.
Afternoon: .nrtian racrs and other
sport a.
j

j

I

I

TO BE HELD DUK1NG THE FAIR PEACE AND PLENTY IN
ALGODONES

Knights of Pythias. Merchants'
Association, Undertakers
and Firemen.

SPECIAL

SAYS

SUBSCRIPTIONS

26TK

lower

Tuesday, September 18, 1906.
10 a. m. Meeting called to order
ly Hon. Sol. Luna, president sheep
sanitary hoard.
10:, 0 a. m. Address of welcome,
Hon. Frank McKee, mayor of Albuquerque, N. M.
10:2u a. m. Response, Hon. A. A.
Jonex. l.as Vegas, N. M.
10:30 a. m. Address, Governor H.
J.
Election temporary officers'.
Appointment of committees.
Adjournment.
Wednesday. September 19.
9 a. m. Meeting
of committees,
Commercial club parlors.
10 a. m. Convention called to order, tteport of committees.
10:30 a. m. Address. Hon. V. J. Ha.
gerlartn. -- alt LaKe City, Utah. Hon.
E. S. Gosney, president Wool Growers'
association of Arizona. Dr. J. M. Wilson, vice president
National Wool
Growers' association, of Cheyfnne,
Wyoming.
Friday, September 21, 1906.
10 n. m. Convention called to order. Papers by Dr. R. A. Ramsey,
U. S. Supervising Inspector. Hon. E.
J. Huling, Trinidad, Colorado.
General discussion covering Interests of sheep growers, particularly on
dipping, lambing, shearing and rams.
THE
Election of officers.

'

NEW STOREHOUSE

FOR

ANNUAL

FAIR

CLARKE

FOR ALBUQUERQUE

SAYS THAT

NavajosCom

--

OIL

SYSTEM

We place on sale a big
assortment of Odd Chairs
at grealy reduced prices,
among them a most desirable lot of chairs at a reduction of 20 to 50 per cent.
We Gladly Show you
our stock, leaving your own
good judgment to do the rest.

NEXT REFREE BURKE IS PARALYZED

Concessions Let. General Storekeeper. N. M. Kice Theatre of Taking Testimony
Says That Depot of Supplies
Shifts From Deming to
Is Here to Stay
Santa Fe.

Advertising Car-OtNotes of Fair.
her

Albuquerque has had fairs for the
past twenty-fivyears, but the twenty-sixt- h
annual fair w ill be the first to be
a territorial fair in every sense of the
word, and the first to receive subscriptions from
nrf
nennlA
firms, the subscriptions at all pre- .iuub idiis navicg come directly from
Albuquerqueans.
In a letter received bv President
Solomon Luna of the fair association
Mr. John Hooker or Belen encloses a
check for $50, as his individual subscription to the fair fund, and in addition sends a check for $50 as a donation from the John Uecker Company
Relen.
Hon. H. O. Bursum, mayor of Socorro, has also sent a generous casn
subscription to the fair association, as
has Major W. H. H. Llewellyn of Las
Cruces.
e

n

J
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Received For First Time From Plans For S30.000 Building He Doesn't Believe S. P. Ever
Outside Sources-Mo- re
ow in Hands of Chief .i Had Intentions of Penetrat
Baby Show Prizes.
Clerk Barhydt.
ing Los Animas Vailev.

CORRESPONDENT

Special Correspondence.
Algodones, N. M., Aug. 18. We
have the most peaceful precinct In
Sandoval county at present.
Peace
and prosperity prevails.
Everybody
has made more money this season
than for many years. The wheat crop
is the heaviest for a long time. Corn
looks well and will also be better
than' usual. AH kinds of fruit are
good. Chill promises well. In fact, all
crops are away above average. The
only drawback we have is that there
is a good deal of sickness just at pres
ent, mostly malaria; a few cases of
typhoid are the most nerkius. But
two deaths have occurred as yet.
It is time some work was done In
regard to statehood. There Is some
little opposition here, the opponent
principally objecting to be Joined to
Arizona, but all are in favor of statehood, and all that Is needed to make
a solid vote Is a little good advice. I
think It would bo a good idea to send
men Into every precinct In the terri
tory who could explain the benefits of
statehood. It is to the best Interests
of New Mexico to poll the largest possible vote for Joint statehood and let
congress see we are in earnest, and
then if Arizona will not give a majority In favor of statehood we will
be In a position to ask for statehood
for ourselves at the next session of
congress. So, gentlemen, get a move
on yourselves and go to work in earnest and we will surely get Into the
Union, where we rightfully belong.

S
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SOME SICKNESS OBJECT
TO BEING JOINED TO
ARIZONA.

The committee In charge of the arrangements lor the Wool Growers'
convention, as stated In these columns
Friday, has completed a draft of the
program to he followed during tae
holding cf the convention, as far as
practicable. The program is as fol-

rum9 rivn
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TO HOLD TERRITORIAL SHOOT BOWSEK
TOWN

CI1IZEN.

r

I

Baby Show Prizes.
David Weinmann, now in New York
City, has written the fair association
that he nae secured and will donate
to the baby show, a fine infant s robe,
trimmed In lace, and with cap to
match, which will be shipped here immediately, and displayed In the window of the Economist store uiKn Its
arrival.
In addit.on to this other prizes already donated to the baby show are
as ioiiowb:
H. Yanow, diamond studded medal,
vuiuen ai sao.
A. Fauer, brass bed, valued at $43.
O. W. Strong's bons, baby carriage,

$45.
B. H.

Tlans are at the local Santa Fe ofHon. Thos. H. Catron, of Santa Fe,
In charge of Chief Clerk
and Hon. H. B. Fergusson, of this
for platforms and a new Santa city, attorneys for the Arlzonn & Colo-ra- o
Fe store house to cost $30,mio, to be
railway company, an Attorney B.
erected on the site of the ramshackle N. Clarke, assistant general counBel
old buildings that has been serving Tor the Denver & Rio Grande railroad,
as a storehouse Flnce Albuquerque accompanied by J. G. Qulnn, assistant
was first made the depot of supplies engineer for the Denver & Rio Grande
for tho wstern lines of the road, road, arrived on train No. 22 this
which was many years ago.
morning from Demlng, where they
Rumor has been afloat for some have been the past week looking after
tirne that the Santa Fe was contem- the Interests they represent in the
plating building a large addition to taking of testimony by Referee Burke
y
the local shops, but that a new store In the
suit of the former
house was to come also was not even roa against the latter. The Deming
suspected. When General Storekeep- Bitting was held for the convenience
er N. M. Rice was In the city this of witnesses residing in Mexico and
morning, e was asked if the new Arizona, and now that these witnesses
storehouse story was true, and he nave been heard the taking of testimony will shift to Santa Fe.
would neither confirm nor deny It.
The suit, which came to Bernalillo
"You may see Mr. Barhydt, he has
the plans, ' was what Mr. Rice said. county by change of venue from Snnta
county, is probably the most im- re
"The building and platforms will prob- ably cost $30,000. hut I wouldn't i,e'p,r,ant Pending In the Second dls- Burprlsed if $200,u0u were spent here lrlct rourt. s it involves the
before contemplated im-- i way of the two road mentioned for a
.distance of twenty-eigprovements are completed.
miles up and
Wn tna lx8 Animas river in the
"You can count on Albuquerque always being the depot of supplies' for "rthwi'8t part of tne territory. The
mroo,
nii'ti is
tne western lines of the Santa Fe
iTi'.ge
Much of the accounting will be done'fl4
So,uthern Pacific, Is the pi unt-nd ,Bllcees tnat it has a prlci right
San Bernardino, for convenience
Ion by the fact of
but there would be too much dadl'0 tle ,and 1,1
locat,onP
T"e defendant com- hauling to make 'Berdino the depot of
pany
is going ahead bulldine over the
. i ,.
have to be hauled out there and then !?n, ln, "uesllon, an) has crossed the
a
"
"l l"f Planum eignt
hack again. The Santa Fe is doing
".times' In twenty-eigmiles.
two way haulin business.
l
dthis m orning on be-"The company is also counting nn
OI lne JJenvcr & Rio Grnnde that
Installing th HowstPr ...ipm
ttle' were 8oln8 to build. their road
at.
tributlne oil
.
- tho Inoi
"
"lilnU'tl
n.r.n mm mm in An- iuii.iS.un,
means uie huikling of an B..fIii1l
.ffi Vain
zona
Colorado, or the Southern Pa
Pli es running from it to nil depart ?
,' "! e,PUt lt were on,y bl"nKto build,
Th,l
ments of the shops. The oil
'"'"'V"7 Intend
lan'1 looaUon8'
haVhe
tiibu.ed automatically and is
riTSS. ,p?
and I don't
n,..tor t
t
urP.i i,v
,
4 .n
i
"ver mienuea to
lual luvy
ot
shows at. a bianco hn
of oil used in each department, fhlsi
,.Linir nf
.k
improvement will bo made at a large W tho iniViwY.
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The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous

PILSENER BEER
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Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company
Colo. Phone Blk 93
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FURNITURE AND CROCKERY

Briggs
Co.. toilet, set, $25.
AGENTS
Arnold, Constable & Co., New ork,
baby blankets, $20.
Knights of Pythias.
Karl Moon
OF THEATRICAL SEASON graphs, $.5. stuulo, one dozen nhoto- Tho meeting of the Grand Lodge of
New Mexico or me Knights of Py
J. H. O'Kielly. jar Horllck's Maltp.l
1hia.s to be held in this city during;
milk, $10.
STEEL BALL BEARINGS, NONE
the week of the twentv-sitannual
Other prizes,
have been nmm- fair bids fair to be one of the best at- - WILL EE PRODUCED BY COMPANY isea, will swellwhich
the list greatly and
BETTER OR PRICES COMPARE
OF CLEVER AMATEUR- Stended meetings In the history of the
the babies who win prizes at tho
NOTED ORGANIST COMING.
lodge in the territory.
forthcoming fair wi.i be amply repaid
lpany
AT THE CASINO.
Julius Uhlfederof Ellzahethtown, N.
..i..i.t-i.fiur inree weeis at
for being pretty babes.
Division Storekeeper T. Scully with ...i
least. The work at Deming would
headquarters
wa
here
seen
anrt
ack"Covers
and
Pythian, was in the city over
have been completed sooner had not
May Arrange a Shoot.
GO. 117 Gold Avenue
nowledged that plans had arrived for the
the first
terday in conference with a
referee suffered the middle of last
f'
Panted
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disorder
religious
teacher.
matlsm,
of a . ... . 1. .. .
Ivvlnaas lr
vnnInw
lV n
.!.. i. Vw i n tha r.ii.iiwtPris I
regular heart, debility, drowsiness,
goes to see them that his purpose
iu soiu way to take up a collection,- dropsy, deposits in the urine, etc.
Jews who rals- rjiit if you keep the filters right you
Those narrow-minde- d
.ed a howl because Jesus was going wm nave no trouble with your kid-t- o
bo the geust of Zacchaeus, tbe rich neys.
Nazarlo Alarld, of Cerrlllos Road,
ta collector, charged Him no doubt
with courting him for some ot his Santa Fe. New Mexico, says: "I was
money. The hardest persona on earth continually buying medicine for my
None of the medicine I
to interest in their own salvation are kidneys.
petty used had the slightest effect on my
those whose superstitious and coufl-1 kldenys or backache,
at least I was
prejudices have shaken their
I
tience In everybody. My observation unable to notice any. When an ut-of backache reached the vldulent
a rt'llniouH teacher has been thatltarlt
(
to stop work
it is much easier to Interest a man stage, I w as compelled spasm
dlsap
In hi ssoul s salvation wno mm social for an hour until the
uroclivities. though he may have niinml. When suffering from an at
lirokpn everv commandment in the tank I eot Doan's Kidney Pills. The
decalogue, than it is to interest one remfirti, Bonn benefitted me in every
who is filled with prejudice, though he way and removed every symptom of
may claim never to have broken one Kiauey complaint. 1 iienruiy recum-uuMi- d
Doan's Kidney Pills."
cf the commandments. While to leror sale uy ail aeaiers. rnon
iKtcial is not to be religious necesn
Co.. riuffalo,
airily, yet it has a very decided pros- cents.
pective value lu that it may bring the N. V., sole agents for the United
iunir Into direct contact with Christ, States.
Remember the numo Doan's and
of men, through the
5
of His representatives; take no other.
nrf
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The BEST
of all ILimments

lhe value or oociai iisposiuon
mmnMOM

EVENING CITIZEN.

MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
1 MEXICAN

MEW MEXICO

IT IS QUICK HEALER
WHEN APPLIED TO CUTS
AND ALL OPEN WOUNDS. ,

For

TAINS

DEEP-SEATE-

APPLY THIS LINIMENT
FREELY AND RUB HARD.

NO PAIN RO DEEP THAT
IT CANNOT BE REACHED
and ROUTED BY THIS OLD
TIME-TRIEREMEDY.

ALBUQUERQUE

GOOD FOR STIFF JOINTS
WOUNDS. AND ALL OUT
WARD AILM ENTS of DOGS
IUST WHAT YOU NEED

for BLISTERS
GOc.

&

CHAFES

September 17th to 22nd, 1906.

5

and $1 a BOTTLE.

fplO.OOO in

HEALS OLD SORES AND
ULCERS PERMANENTLY
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.

Pace-Surb-

SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
CURES SHARP ACHES,
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,
PAINS OR BRUISES OF
MAN OR BEAST.

for quarter of a century,
Territorial Fairs
,
444
,4
i4
but notmng line tnis

EMERGENCY.
LINIMENT KNOWN.
NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.

v

QUICKLY HEALS BURNS
AND SCALDS.

The POOR MAN'S DOCTOR

--

B

FOR ALL INSECT BITES.

IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZEN LIMBS, CHIL-

p
j

Reduced Rates
on all Railroads

BLAINS, OR ACCIDENTS

OF ANY KIND.
POSITIVELY Cures FILES
STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS
HAS BEEN THE STANDARD LINIMENT for OVER
SIXTY YEARS.

I)

1

GOES TO THE VERY CITADEL OF FAIN AND TUTS
ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT.
NOTHING has EVER BEEN
FOUND SO GOOD FOR
FROST-BITEIT GIVES
SURE AND PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

KEEP IT WITHIN REACH.
FOR RHEUMATIC PAINS,
INFLAMMATION, STIFF
JOINTS, LUMBAGO, Etc.

o
322.00 Chicago to New York and

Re- -

Tli-a-e-

COULb'NT BUY A
BETTER LINIMENT IF
YOU TRIED IT'S THE
BEST, AND NEVER FAILS.

Tk.

n

CmA

Thu World

On all

of troubles that robbed E. H. Wolfe,
of Bear Grove, la., or au useruiness,
pama when nn neean Tan in t,ieciric
-

I

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A.., Santa Fe, New Mex.

T

rara TihAw aIba rMireri me nf
debility." Sure cure for all stomach.
liver and kidney complaints, Diooa aiu
aaapa heAdflhA. dizziness And weak'
ness or bodily decline. Price 50c. Guar
anteed by an druggists.

CURES SORE THROAT.
PUT A TEASPOONFUL IN
A HALF GLASSFUL OF
WATER & GARGLE Often.
ALSO RUB THE OUTSIDE

NOTICE.

WITH THE LINIMENT.

hpreliv ?! ven that tha nil'
dersigned has been apointed executor
cf the last win and testament of Wal
lace Douglas, deceased, by the pro
bate court of the county of Bernalillo
and territory oi new juexico. au
persons having claims against the
said estate are hereby notified to file
the same in the probate court of the
county of Bernalillo, New Mexico, or
with the undersigned executor within
one year from the date hereof.
J. C
Executor of the Last Will and Testament of Wallace Douglas, Deceased.
Dated August 13, 1906.
la

TRY IT ON A SPRAINED
LEG IN YOURSELF OR IN
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.

PENETRATES the FLESH.
GIVES QUICK RELIEF
AND A POSITIVE CURE.
MECHANICS NEED IT ON
THEIR WORK BENCH.
FOR PAINS ACHES AND
SORE MUSCLES.

THERE IS NOTHING SO
GOOD.
RUB IT IN WELL

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST That the uay of pianos being a luxury
AVENUE. O. BAM- has passed, and that they are now a
RAILROAD
necessity. If you don't know it call
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
In at ,nr ainrfl examine our world- Mv merchant tailoring shop is up- famous line of goods, and you will
stair over No. 209 West Railroad ave- thfn understand.
W'rt
oaIa renrefientntives of Phlo- nue, where I solicit the patronage of
kerlng & Sons, Everett, KimbaU and
lh public. All work guaranteed
as I have had fifteen years' ex other well known manes.
A!! pianos reduced in price for next
perience in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana ton e.avs.
Tin; WHITSOX MUSIC CO.
repaired. The specific I use will not
114 South Second Street.
injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
..,
also cleaned and walking skirts made
US YOUR ORDER
FPMONE
TFI
to order. Give me a trial.
FOR THAT COAL YOU ARE GOING
O. BAMBINI.
WINTER.
FOR NEXT
TO STOCK
V. H. HAHN A CC.
A CtUzeu Wsnt ad does the work

A.- Mutterv
ftnlvitri- J
"Hnw in. Veen nffi neHrtHl, ntt.lrKR Of
biliousness and nai.itual constipation
was a mystery that Dr. King's Now
I.lfo, Wlla a.ilvert for me." writes John
N. Pleasant, of Magnolia. Ind. The
nnl nllln Hint am eiiaranteed to Eive
perfect satisfaction to everybody or
money refunded, uniy zac ai an arusgists.
no it now. STOCK THAT COAL
SUMMER
FOR
NEXT WINTER.
PRICES FOR THE MONTH OF AUG

UST

ONL.
I

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Calf

.

.fn
nn,1

Hlinr
iiaiimi
frtrConstitutionalist,

inanaeer of
Bmminence, Ky.,
when h wm fiercely attacked, four
years ago, by piles., bought a box of
micmen 8 Arnica saive, oi wi .u u
Rn.v' "li rureri mA In ten nLS SUu
of
no trouble since. Quickest healer
...
nr.
;
luirna. Rnres. cuts and wouuas.
at all drugglHts.
Try a Citizen Want ad.

the

0r.au.ii
cot u axi j r f
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RAILROADJTIME TABLE

D.

subsystem

(In effect July 1, 1906.)
Eastbound.
BRANCII
.SANTA
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:51
a. m., departs 8:25 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:8!
Effective December 1
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Ex
press, arrives o:a p. m., aepani Eastbonnd.
Westbound.
7:45 p.m.
No. 426.
No. 425.
Stations.
Westbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7: St
11:05 pti
Pueo'.o
3:00am
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
9:40 pm
4:35 am
Colo. Springs
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
7:00 pm
7:30 am
Ar. Denver Lv.
ll:U5 a. m., departs ix:zt a. m.
l:26pro
Eapanola
No. 7, Mexico & California Express; 12:51pm
3:30pm
arrives iz:uo p. m., aepans xi.ti 11:00am Lv. Santa Fe Ar. 11:36
pm
3:00 pm
Barranca
p. m.
10:29 pm
4:02 pm
Servilleta
8outhbound.
10:00pm
4:32pm
Tres Piedras
No. 27 El Paso train, departs at 12:25
8:10 pm
C:45pm
Antonlto
p. m.
6:40am
8:30pm
Alamosa
99,
south
freight
No.
train,
Local
12:26pm
Embudo
2:Upm
bound, departs at 6 a. tn-- , ana car
rles passengers.
wher good niea'.s are served.
Arrive Frnm South.
No. 22, Mexico Express, arrives 7:.j
Connections.
a. m.
AnffAlAII.
XJt 1 rtina rilrapt in 1 J
At Antonlto, for Durango, Silverto
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
and Intermediate points.
No. 3 runs direct to lob Angeles ana
At Alamosa, for Denver Pubio and
san fTancisco.
Intermediate point3, via either the
Pas-- or
AH tralna dally.
standard gaue line via La veta makT. E. PURDY. Agent.
Sallda.
the narrow gauge via daylight
and
ing the entire trip in
"Make Ha- - While the un Shines." passing through the FAMOUS ROYAL
inere is a lesson in me wonc ot tne GORGE. Also for all points on the
thrifty farmer. He knows that the Creede branch.
Traveling FreWhl
bright sunshine may last but a day
A. S. BARNEY.
and he prepares fur the showers and Passenger Agent.
Qn f
U'hinh A Ta an lifll.la til frtllrtur
8. K. HOUFttw u. r. a..
Denver, Colo.
should be with every household. Dysentery diarrhoea and cholera morbus
may attack some member of the home
without warning. Chamberlain's'Colic,
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, which
Thejr ovtreume WeiKnfii, lricu;u
Mfaa,
ifctur
rit
"tl oulaitn,iiicrrd!
is the best known medic'.ae for these
" ij.uii iif i)it'iitriisV
rlL siU btiJtisti
diseases, should always be kept at
lAi'tr hunr"
ti.iii " 'lliy am
3
i
in.rfiui
to
ulrl
at
omantn'l.
hand, as Immediate treatment Is necf ks J
m
nt of ..rtf tna and bty- No
r. uit 'iy f.r womni
essary, and delay may prove fatal. For
fMsf known
.
P
I'tii.n.'t do hnin-lll1
sale by all druggists.
r
yf Jt 'ji coiufi a

Ft

...

0,(905

j

,tv

AM

o

v

(u

through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

For Illustrated advertising matter
or Information, address or apply to

ago
Bltters.He writes: "Two years sunkidney trouble caused me great
crlng, wnicn i would never nave our-not taken rciectric Bitcarl hH
general

GOOD FOR MAN, BEAST
AND POULTRY.

RAN D E

DINING
SLEEPERS,
PULLMAN
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAIR CAR8.

o

YOU

G

Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all line east and west.
Time as quick and rates as low as by
and other lines.

turn, via Lake snore.
i
nn sal Aueust 28 and 29.
good returning until September 4. For
lull particulars can or wrme crwra
Tears. C. P. A., 1017 Seventeenth et.,Denver, Colo. W. J. Lyncii, I'assenger traffic manager, Chicago.

A FEW DROPS,
A FEW RUBS
AND THE PAIN IS GONE.

&

"Sceaic Line of the World"

tru-bie-

DO YOU KNOW

s,

RIO

Stomach Troubles and Constipation.
No one can reasonably hope for
good digestion when the bowels are
constipated. Mr. Cffas. Baldwin of
III., says: "I suffered from
s
chronic constipation and Btomach
for several years, but, thanks to
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, am almost cured." Why not get
a package of these tablets and get
well and stay weir' Price 25c. Sam
ples free. For saie by all druggists,

Hie LINIMENT of our
Forefathers.
TAILORING

DENVER

Tho undersigned is Dretared to
maka tr!r to and from the celebrat-ed JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any in--j
rorrnation aesirea can oe uecuieu
from George H. Moore, No, 113 West
Railroad avenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.

0

first-clas-

Maneuvers by United State. Troops,
Baby Show.
Jersey Stock Show.
,
Poultry Exhibit.
Trades Display.
Flower Parade.
Montezuma Ball.
Carnival attractions, with 20 shows on the
streets carnival all the time.
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME.

NO SUBSTITUTE.

GREATEST

LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
2 MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
8 LINIMENT

MERCHANT

Purses for Norse Races

urg's
Grain Plug Cut To- 2:18
bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon's White Seal
,
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
Relay Races.
Race.
Ladies' Half-Mll- e

CURES SPAVIN, AND IS
EQUALLY GOOD for RINGBONE & HARNESS SORES.

TAKE

kl

ORIA

n

CURES QUICK BECAUSE
IT PENETRATES QUICK.

23c.,

MemMaU

Twenty-Sixt- h

A

Citizen Want ad does the work.

Try one.

MOT! CHEMICAL CO

FOR SALE

BY

ANN'

.""'

&

bOX.

MONDAY,

AUGUST

20,

ALBUQUEKQCE

190&.

ELKS OPERA HOUSE

HOW PREPARATION IS
PROGRESSING FOR THE!
Three Hundredth Anniversary
of the First English Settlement In America.

The Great Three Act Laugh Provoking Comedy

CITIZEN.

Angeics, Cal., June fi, 1906.
larlfic Mutual Life Insurance company, Los Angeles, California.
i
l.entlemen:
recently received your letter advising me of the
maturity of my policy x0. 14,620, dated June 1, 1886. twenty payment
life, for $5,000, offerltiR me one of the following opt.ons In settlement:
rlret Total earn surrender value. 14160.00 (being SKS7.00 more than

paid in premiums, besides twenty years of Insurance free, which upon
a n n participating term basis viMiii
"Second insurance, fully paid, f r life, tn.noo and a dividend in cash
of 1.64d... . (being 4". i "pfr cent of the total ttremliinm uni.li
i nirn
insurance .Hilly pnlil,
. 844. 00.
life.
Fourth Cash annual income for life, 363.00. (Being 10.4 per cent of
premiums paid; besides Insurance for twenty years free, valued at

rr

ftcr due consideration I derided to accept option No. 1. I therefore am pleased to acknowledge receipt of your check f:r $4,160...,
as a most satisfactory settlement.
I was one of your first
In this city. During the past
twenty years have paid tne premising to protect my family. Just as
I have paid Are Insurance premiums to protect my property, and now,
In contrast w.m fire insurance, I find I have made a most profitable
Investment; I have not only had $5,000. life prcteci.on for twenty
years, but an the premiums paid during those years have been returned to me In cash, and in addition, $667.00. . ais is a practical
demonstration of, your careful economical management.
It is needless to say that I heartily commend the Pacific Mutual
L.fe to the Insuring public;
Yours very truly,
M. A. NEWMARK.
NvVJVtm ,
v
policy-holder-

Benefit of Highland Methodist Church

All Expositions Which Have Cone

General Admission 50c, Reserved Seats 75c

Interesting.

at Matson's After

GROWTH OF THE

1
The spectacular advance of $17 a
share In Union Pacific stock Friday
on the New York stock exchange-add- ing
In a few hours $34,000,000 to
the market value of the company's
capltal-make- e
it a matter of interest
to recall something of the history of
the company and or the achievements
oi its presiding genius E. H. Hani-man- .

-

The original Union Pacific company
was created by act of congress during
the war and the credit of the United
States government, to the extent of
many millions of dollars, was extend
ed to aid in building a great railroad
across the "deserts" and through the
mountains. The road was completed
in 1869 and It was the cause of the
greatest scandal In the history of the
American congress the Credit MobI
lier, which smirched the reputations
of many congressmen and led to the
expulsion of two members.
The road was operated with vary
Ing success and many scandals until
1893, when it went into the hands of
receivers at about the time when the
courts took possession of the Atchison railroad, the Northern Pacific and
many others because business
had
fallen to such a low ebb that they
could not pay their debts. The road
remained In the control of the court
until 1897. In that Interval of four
years there was a controversy In con
gress and among financiers over the
jgubject of a settlement of the Pacific railroads' debts to the government, amounting to about $70,000,000.
The financiers seeking to resume control of the Union Pacific road wanted
the debts scaled down, while the extremists in congress desired to have
the government take possession of the
properties and operate them. Finally a compromise was reached, .he government's loan to the compa .y was
secured and a reorganization was effected in 1897 which put the system
under the control of the present Union
William A. Harris
Pacific company
of Kansas, then in the United States
senate, was largely responsible for securing for the government many millions more than would have been obtained but for the persistent work of
the Kansas senator and one or two
others.
Rebuilding the System.
The new company immediately set
to work to recover branches and divisions which had been separated
from the system and to reconstruct
the road. Immense sums were spent
in this process of rehabilitation. Many
eminent financiers and railroad men
believed that too much money was
going into the road and that It would
again be forced into receivers' hands.
But the era of prosperity
for the
whole country began at about the
time the rehabilitation of the Union
Pacific was started, and the years
which have succeeded have fully justified the course of the men who were
in charge.
E. H. Harriman has been the organizing and inspiring genius of the t,ys-teever since its reorganization. Ills
plans have been gigantic and they
have been carried forward with energy
and success.
Having made a first-clasystem
out of the dismembered and long neglected system, Harriman
began to
reach out. He bought, for the Union
Pacific, a controlling interest in the
great Southern Pacific system, for its
connections on the Pacific coast.
When this purchase was made the
popular idea was that Harriman would
"skin" the Southern Pacific in the interest of Jhe Union Pacific. Instead
of that he has brought both systems
up to a hifih standard of efficiency
and profit yielding and now has pu
the Southern Pacific where it has never been before in the list of dividend
paying companies.
.
The Harriman-HiContest.
When James J. Hill adopted a policy that was accounted inimical to the
Union Pacific, Harriman immediately
entered in to that niemorbale contest
for the control of Northern Pacific,
which resulted in cornering the market fo rthat stock, running its price
up momentarily to $l,uw a share, and
precipitating the panic of May 9, 19ul,
the worst that Wall street ever experienced. On that day stocks went so
low that if wiser counsels had not
prevailed and brought about a rally,
every bank in New York would have
failed.
But Harriman came out a winner.
He held a large interest, in Hill's great
railroad trust, the Northern Securities
company, ami when that corpora' Ion
was dissolved by the courts the redistribution of its assets put Harriman
and the Union Pacific in control of a
large amount of Great Northern stock.
The Union Pacific company thus
owns millions of dollars' worth of the
stocks of other railroad companies,
and these holdings are estimated to
be now worth $1001(10.000 more than
their original cost. The Union Pacific
company therefore can pay dividends
not only out cf the profits of railroad
ni

operation, but also out of Income from
Investments. This fact, together with
the phenomenal success that has been
achieved In building up the business
of the railroad, explains why Union
Pacific stock, which, ten years ago
was scorned by investors and kicked
around Wall street with almost no
value, has now become a 10 per cent
siocK, selling ror almost double Its
par value.
"
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
WORTH OF STOLEN TIES
J. C. Betancue, the Southern Pacific
detective, has been tie hunting for tie
company for several weeks, and has
located some 5,000 Southern Pacific
ties on ranches and at mines, some of
them forty miles from the Southern
Pacific right of way. He is still at
the work and expects to locate several
thousand more, when it Is probable
there will be something doing In a
criminal way In the courts. In his
travels he has found many Santa Fe
and Southwestern ties. It is easy for
a man acquainted witli the ties to tell
from which road they came. He found
many Santa Fe ties west of Demlng,
where th3y had been carried by the
washouis. An untreated tie coBts the
Southern Pacific on Its New Mexico
division, when put oft the car, one
dollar, and a treated tie costs a dollar
and a quarter.

with the fact that the Jamestown exposition, to be held on the shores of
Hampton Roads In 1907, will commemorate an event of great historical
Importance, which directly concerns
the existence of the Individual states
as well as the nation, practically every state In the Union will participate
In the celebration.
A majority of the states will erect
buildings to house their various ex- hlbts and entertain their guests, and
as almost every one of these will be
mode ed after some fammu
mn

r.

Room 1,

fully Trote
mt a tn n.iallt. Aa .
same grade of roods.
Our renalr shnn la In th hand,
all necessary appliance, for doing
holsterln. trtmmin and wiinHn.

s

'

$30,-(Hi-

chll-slgn- ed

Illinois Central R.R,

COLORADO

f,

ONE NiGHl

a

"

B. BCHWENTKCR,

In all probability the original old Lib
erty bell will be placed in the tower.
Maryland has come forward with
$75,000 for the Jamestown exposition
and will erect a building to be the
model of the old state capitol building
Annapolis.
Owing to the Important part that
Virginia is to lake, the "Old Dominion" will have one of the most extensive and costly exhibits. The building is to be a reproduction of the General Lee mansion tin the Potomac, and
will be one of the handsomest in the
group.
Both of the Carolinas will be represented by handsome structures, to
house the exhibits of agriculture and
industries of the sister states. The
o
"Tar Heels" have appropriated
and the Palmetto state has given

.

.1.111.

WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL.
Any part tarring fey
means of defect!
material or workman- nip wui be made rood
without expense to the
owner. Irretroectlv
f
Um
f
Ce. ThiS,
1
our
on
7U
. . .
"rVdl of
nP- -

S?n7

Albuquerque
Carriage Co
ntc

Managmr tor Maw Mmnleo and Northern Arlaonm
N. T. Armijo Bhlg.
Write For Agency.

the state It represents, this group will
comprise one of the most interesting
and instructive features at the exposition.
The locations alloted for these
buildings are Ideal. Stretching along
the north front of the grounds, they
are not a stone's throw from the waters of Hampton Roads, and will be the
center of much admiration. In addition to these structures, the exposition company is erecting a "states'
exhibit" building, which will contain
the exhibits of those states which may
not erect buildings of their own.
$50,000.
Already about twenty states have
Georgia, Louisiana and Florida have
laid out sites for their buildings, and made appropriations and the western
several have begun actual construc- states as far out as Oregon have come
tion . To Rhode Island goes the hon- forward with money for their exhior and distinction of being the first bits. Every week or so a new state
state to break ground for the erection drops into line to swell the list of par
ol ner building. In connection with ticlpants.
this fact it is of some Interest to know If the importance of an exposition
that the history of this sturdy little may be gauged by the extent of the
state has been conspcluously marked participation of the states, then the
by its Initial proceedings in national event near Norfolk next year, which
SOME TRACKLAYERS ARE
affairs. The following facts go to celebrates the 300th birthday of the
CHARGED AS LAWLESS SET prove this statement:
nation, can not be considered other- Rhode Island was the first state to wise than as
The Southern Pacific tracklayers
The
and declare independence; she terest enlisted has become national,
have been busy putting in a side track
on the south side of the Lordsburg was the first to recommend the per- - from the top of Maine to the tip of
depot. The west end will be used for manent establishment of the Contln- - Texas, from Puget sound to Florida,
a house track and the east end for a ental congress; she was the first to both civil and personal pride having
repair track. The tool house used by brave royalty in arms, and sho was been aroused.
In some of the states which still re- the repairing outfit had to be moved the first to establish a naval arma- main undecided ns to official partlcl- south, to give room for the track. The ment for her own defence.
So it is not surprising to know that patlon, private citizens have started
people in charge of this work were a
funds,
lawless set. They, excavated for the Rhode Island was the first state to ap- - movements toward raising
track and iaid the rails. The excava propriate money for her exhibit at the These efforts, as a general thing, re- tion wc such that it blocked the team exPsltion. the first to lay out a site, suit in creating such popular Interest
crossing, but no attempt was made to nnd ne flrst to s,art tno actl"l con- - that the legislature takes the matter
repair the crossing until the track istruction ot a buiIl,inK- - Owing to the in hand and makes an appropriation.
value vl some or tne papers wuue a numoer or me state legisia- was all laid and teams that had to 1
a uoc,inlents to be contained in """eg meet this winter, and there are
cross the track were put to consider- able inconvenience.
The crossing, node lsland's exhibit, she will pro- - excellent prospects that most of these
could have been put in shape in a iewivlde a spParate structure of fireproof oodles will fall into line and set aside
hours, instead of being obstructed constniction t0 house the most valu- - funds for state representation at the
Jamestown exposition, or will increase
articles.
several days, but that made no dif.. abIe ot these
already
made,
ference to the tracklayers, says'tho' Second ,n llne at the exposition was the appropriations
tlie s,ate of Missouri. The legisia- - wherever such Increase Is desired.
Western Liberal.
ture of that state appropriated $75,- -'
Virginia, the mother of forty-fiv- e
E. L. Knight, civil engineer, has re--j 000 ior the exhibit.
Missouri will states, earnestly urges all of her
from the services of the Santa have a most elaborate building of per- - dren to come home next year and visit
of hmpton
Fe to go to the Western Paplfic in manent construction,
followine the her at tne shores
, Roads,
northern California. Mrs. Knigat who colonial style of architecture.
where foreign guests will be
is visiting her moiuer, Mrs. L. J. Rum-mel- l, Owing to the fact that the grounds present and there will be fine enter- are to be turn- - tainment for all.
of West Silver avenue, will Join of the
Mr. Knight aj soon as he becomes
j close of the exposition,
located.
a majority of
me uuuaings, especially those of the
T. SCUny. division Storefcpener tnri States. Will be nernmnent In rnnatrux.
the Santa Fe, with headquarters here, tion, with a view to disposing of them
left this morning for La Junta, where jas they stand, house and site, as real
THE SHORT LINE
he will meet his family, who are re- estate after the exposition closes.
FROM
turning home fiom a visit to relatives
It Is a noticeable fact that the
In tho east.
northern states are taking as much
a
Interest in the exposition as
their
Fireman I B. Kelsey left this morn- southern sisters, and it is are
ing for Denver, with a pass in his that all of the New Englandexpected
states
T- opocket good for thirty days. The boys will be well represented.
say that Mr. Kelsey goes to Denver on
The Connecticut building is to be
matrimony bent.
modeled after the old Tallmadge St, Paul, Minneapolis, Dulutti
house in Litchfield, Conn., the home
J. V. Key. supervising engineer for of
AND THE NORTHWEST.
one of the most famous offirers
the Santa Fe on th Belen cut-ofwho
on
served
the
immediate
stafT
of
was an Albuaueraue visitor over Sun.
General Washington during the entire
day.
period of the revolutionary war.
Massachusetts Is also In line for the
Galveston's Sea Wall
Jamestown exposition and will erect
To
.
makes life now as safe in that cltv as a building to represent the old Long-feloon the higher uplands. E. W. Goodloe,
home in Cambridge. The state
CHICAGO,
MINNEAPOLIS,
who resides on uuuon street, in has appropriated $50,000.
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
Waco, Tex., needs no sea wall for
The legislautre of Jhe state of New WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA,
afety. He writes: "I have used Dr. York has given $70,0k) already
for
ROCKFORD.
FREEFORT,
King's New Discovery for consump- participation at Jamestown
and has
The finest train service to the above
tion the past five years and it keeps promised $80,000 more at the next
ses- points; also to New Orlesns,
Memme well and safe. Before that time sion. This assures
a magnificent rep- phis, Vicksburg,
Evansvllle, Ind.;
I had a cough whlcu for years had
resentation from the Empire state. Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jackbeen growing worse. Now It's gone."
Pennsylvania will have one of the sonville, Fla., and ell other points in
Cures chronic coughs, la grippe, croup most interesting
buildings
the the south and southeast.
whooping cough and prevents pneu- whole group. The state luis ofappro-1
Ticket Office, 805 Seventeenth St.,
monia. Pleasant to take. Every uot-tl- e priated $30,000 for the erection of the Denver,
Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
guaranteed at all druggists. Price building alone, which Is to be a model
JAMES CULTON,
50c and $1. Trial bottle fre.
of Independence hall In Philadelphia.
Commercial Agt
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Which Went From Bankruptcy
to 10 Percent Dividends
In Ten Years.

Before But None the Less

By A. S. Kelton.
Norfolk, Va., Aug. 20. In keeping

Tuesday, August 28, 1906

THE WONDERFUL

This Strong:!
Guarantee

$1,0.5.00.)

SOMETHING DIFFERENT FROM

STRONG CAST OF CHARACTERS

Reserved Seats on Sale

PAGS SEVCN

1

Thursday Evening, August 30, 1906

"Lovers and Lunatics"

EVENING

Albuquerque

AHIU

I

I

IUERA8 AVENUE.

Foundry and

Machine Works-

. . HALL,
roprtmtor
iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber
Wt MeUJ; Co,nn,M
luala?

Care:

"

Mrs. Bambini,

Itaftla-rru

'"

-

M.

at her parlors, No.
West Railroad avenue, is prempmlru mn Mining mnd mill Mmchlnmry
pared to give thorough scalp treatFoundry east tide ot railroad track.
AlpSqMerfi, n. .
ment, do hair dressing, tret corns,
minions and ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicur
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds tip the
skin and improves the complexion,
and is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
She also prepares a hair tonic that
Gfntral BgUdfng Sgpplfes
cures and prevents dandruff and hair
tailing out; restores life to dead hair:
removes moles, warts and BUDerfluous
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
Both Phones
Third and RIarqoctU
cure ana pimple cure and pile cure.
ttu 01 ineje preparations are pureiy
vegetable compounds. Have J i?t added a vibrator machine for treatment
or scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
it is also used for rheumatism, pains .v W. v!Ve receIvea a car loal ot Lightning presses and in order to sell
ana massage
209

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
SCREEN DOORS

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices

KILLthe COUCH
m

CURE tmi LUNC8

"""Dr.IHng's
Mew Discovery
",

0NSUMPTI0N

FOR

0UGH8and

I

Price
60c $1.00

'

aaaaaaaaa.aaaa.aaj,.ri

n

MI-'"-

?

V

laSiaH-M1l- i

:i"F.w.V.l
i
"

ft

Free Trial.

OLDS

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TR.OUB-LEor MONEY BACK.

i.;v:i;

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

S,

J.

KORBER & CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerqne

RIONB.ER BAKERY

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

SIMON

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

WEDDING

CAKES A SPECIALTY.
We desire patronage and we guar- anten ftrat rln
haVtmr
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXMO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANS
COOOOOOOOOCXX3000000000000S
FER STABLES.
SCREEN TIME
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex- PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
changed.
BRUSHES.
Is here. Door and Window
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
screens made to order.
Second Street, between Railroad and Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Pal
ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN6 MILL
Copper Avenue.
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Caea paid for Hides and Qoooooooooocyx3coocxxx3on
Felts.
THIRD
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

Thos. F. Keleher

STREET

Meat Market

W. E.

U. A. SLEYSTER

All Kinds of Fresh

and 8alt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.

INSURANCE,
NOTARY

REAL

WOOL

ESTATE

with Raaoe

PUBLIC!.

EMIL KLEINWORT.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
Automatic Telephone, 174.

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

&

Mauger.

Office, 115 North

First

8t

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

RANKIN A nrt

L. H. SHOEMAKER

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATaX

General Repair Shop.

Automatic phone 451.

Room 10. N. T. Armijo Building.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
ime sua gas stoves repaired.
m
am
Next to Walton's drug store. Bout Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay.
Third street.
Grain and Fuel.

Ton

Bottled In Bond.

0. W. Strong's Sons
8TRONO BLOCK.

A. E. WALKER,

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

tMAUm

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

Sole Agents.

N. M.

avenue.

.

and

201-21-

HIS

1

M.

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, khj
All Kinds of Fraah Mm.
300 North Broadway, corner of
WiA
ingun avenue, Albuquerque, N.

MONUMENTS

Automatic Phone, 199.

msnmr

Secretary Mutual Bulldin
tlon. Office at 217 West Raiiroa

UNDERTAKERS

MELINI & EAKIN

aoi

Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquor
your orders tor
lgara.
this line with na.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

w

Albuquorqum,

MAUGER

N. Second 8L. BoU Phones.

ss

W

I

H0O4KOKec
0C 00oeoeoooe0Ke)ceC
Its Location
HELEN IS

31 MIIJSS SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
2AST ANI WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
IX)S ANGELES,
AND FROM THE
FRANCISCO,
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
l.OnO BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 8') AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE.
WITH BEAUTIFUL I.AKE AND PUBLIC PARK
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES;
PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $lfi.(M'0; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,500

PEOPLE; SEVERAL IVRGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE HELEN PATENT RGU.KR
MILL, CAPACITY 15'J BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
HELEN IS THE IARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, FU)UR, WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT HE ESTIMATED.

K0000000000
kk cooe)o ooo coeKeo o

v

""i"""""

GOME

TO BELEN, N. M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

000CKS00Ke
0K00Ce
A Railway

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE 1X)V AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
JDHN BECKER,

Pres.

WM. BERGER,

Sec'y.

an

Center

S,

Im-

em
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EiiHT,

PERSONAL

l

WEATHER

M

Scattered
Tueaday.

local

FUGITIVEJO

indications.
rains tonight

Sale

lack Akers and Joe I.ncomb of Sau-tFe were In the city yesterday.
M!hb Ivollia Hunlr.K Is In the cliy
from Los l.unas, the 'guest of friends.
Dillv Head of 1ms Vegas, a well
known mlxologlRt, Is in the city, for
of Men'f, Women' and Children' Low Shoes. There
few days.
it still a good deal of hot weather ahead of us and it a John
F. Fullerton has returned to
his homo In Socorro after a few days
will pay you to invest in a pair of our stylish low shoes,
spent here.
especially at the low prices we are offering them for.
Miss Delard, of the millinery de
partment of the Economist, lias returned from a trip to Denver.
$1.50 at $1.20
WOMEN'S CANVAS OXFORDS
Huko Scharwenkn, a traveling man
1.75 t 1.40
an dalso chief proprietor of the Delen
WOMEN'S CANVAS OXFORDS
Mercantile company, la In the cltv.
2.25 at 1.75
WOMEN'S CANVAS OXFORDS
There wilj be a regular review of
.'2.00 at 1.55
WOMEN'S KID OXFORDS, BLACK OR TAN
Alamo hive, No. 1. L. O. T. M., at I.
1.95
at
2.50
OR
TAN
BLACK
WOMEN'S KID OXFORDS,
O. O. F. hall tomorrow at 2:30 p. m.
3.00 at 2.35
WOMEN'S KID OXFORDS, BLACK OR TAN
Dr. C. A. Trumbold, accompanied by
3.50 at 2.65
WOMEN'S KID OXFORDS, BLACK OR TAN..'
his wife .arrived in the city Saturday
from Fort Bayard, for a visit with rel
1.50 at 1.10
MEN'S CANVAS OXFORDS
atives.
1.55
2.00 at
MEN'S KID OR CALF OXFORDS
Ewin Swisher of Magdalenu arrived
3.00 at 2.25
MEN'S KID OR CALF OXFORDS
in the city yesterday for the purpose
3.50 at 2.65
MEN'S KID OR CALF OXFORDS
of enrolling at the university, wlncti
4.00 at 3.15
opened today.
MEN'S KID OR CALF OXFORDS
V .M. Harper, formerly a citizen
and property owner of Albuquerque,
but now of Goldfleld, Nev., Is a visit
or
to the city.
8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
M. R. Otero, register at the terri
was a passenger for
When purchased at F. F. Trotter' torial land offlre,morning,
after having
Santa Fe this
Grocery atore, are mre to bring the spent Sunday with his family.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Mayo have re
right flavor to all dishes Into which
turned from a pleasant visit to souththey enter. This Is because we al- ern California beaches. They were
ways procure- the best manufactured. absent from the city for a month.
We find out first what brands are reMiss Belle Armljo passed through
liable and personally guarantee thetn. the city yesterday morning en route
from El Paso to Chicago. Miss
expects to retrn to Albuquerque
for the coming territorial fair.
Mr. Montague Stevens and family
arrived this morning in Albuquerque
from their ranches near Luna valley,
and are pleasantly located at Mrs. W.
Noa, 118 and 120 8outh Second street T. McCrelght's home on West Lead
avenue.
Providing a quorum can be secured
will be a regular meeting of the
there
T. Y. MAYNARD
GEO. W. HICKOX.
city council tonight. As the council
has not met for some time all aldermen now In the city are urged to be
DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
In attendance.
REPAIR TOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSThe regular meeting of Mineral
lodge No. 4, Knights of Pythias, will
EST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
he held In the lodge hall tonight at 8
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARB
o'clock. Business of importance is
PLACED rN i'HE VAULT EVERY NIGHT'. ON WOuK FROM OUT
announced and all knights are reOF TvWN, WE PAT EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WAtf. TRY US.
quested to be present.
and Mrs.
Mrs. Wi. H. Whiteman
John Mulr, wife and daughter of the
Hfckox-Maynar- d
late Judge W. H. Whiteman, who were
guests of Albuquerque friends SatNew Mexico's Leading Jewelers
urday and Sunday, left this morning
lor the daughter's home in Illinois.
80UTH 8ECOND 8TREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
Miss Irene Taggart, accompanied ly
her sister, daughters of the democratic national committee chairman, have
arrived in this city from Indianapolis,
lnd.. and will remain a few days be
fore proceeding on to the Grand

Mid-Summ- er

Ar-nii- jo

F. F. TROTTER

Co.

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

Mrs. W. R. Green of 307 West Santa
Fe avenue, la quite seriously ill with

Fourth and Railroad Avenoe

HARDWARE.

HARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING

TINNIN3

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

i

Fourth and Railroad Avenoe

mm

EVEI

THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
four trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We lavlte

a weak heart. The doctors have advised that she seek a lower altitude
and if there Is no change for the
worse between now and Saturday she
will leave for Wichita, Kag.
Miss Claude Albright, Albuquerque's
donation to the grand opera stage, and
who sang one of the leading roles In
Paaetfal last year, has arrived In the
city to spend the remainder of the
summer months resting, preparatory
to again entering grand opera the
coming season.
C. N. Smith, representing the Sur- burg grain plug cut tobacco, Is in the
city communing with local merchants.
Mr. Smiths house maed a liberal donation to the stake races of the coming fair, an he says the company is
certainly getting their money's worth
in avertl8lng, in connection with the
coming fair.
Superintendent I. B. Payne, of the
Albuquerque Traction company, is
layoff, after three
taking a flfteen-da- y
years or arduous duty. jwr. rayne
is resting up getting ready for the
territorial fair rush, which comes next
month. After the fair Mr. Payne expects to make a pilgrimage to the
Jemez country.
v
Joseph Phillips, the Journeyman,
has returned from Raton, where he
has been engaged for several weeks
doing building and contracting, and
tomorrow he and his family will go
for an outing in the mountains. Mr.
Phillips says that there is no end to
the building that is going on at Raton.
The town is enjoying a real boom.
Dr. F. J. Patchin of this city, Is in
receipt of a letter informing him that
Dr. S. C. Plummer, chief surgeon of
the Rock Island system, has appointed him a delegate to the convention
of the American Association of Railway Surgeons to be held in Chicago
October 14. Dr. Putchln will represent the Hock Island system in the
district of Nelson. Neb., his former
home.

A Plain Talk With You
One cannot believe all that's in the papers,
but you're safe 'toibelieve all you read over our
signature.
full-pa-

I
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Went Gold

I-

-

second stub startvd at Ash Fork,

Connecting Him With Dozen
Local Crimes.

Ira n. Hitter, who. thanks to the
excelknt bit of deective work done
Acting Chief of Police Kennedy.
languishes in the county Jaii with a
dozen various charges against him, is
a criminal with a long record, and is
badly wanted In Chicago for embezzlement. Ho haa been a fugitive from
Justice since forfeiting his bond on
the embezzlement charge in Chicago
In 1897, and If convicted and sent to
the penitentiary on the cnari s now
hanging over him, will be turned over
to the Chicai;o police at the expiration
of his penalty for his career of crime
In Albuquerque, to answer tor his
crimes there.
Assistant Marshal Kennedy, who arrested Hitter on the cnarge of robbing J. I,. Hell i Couipuny, and who
has worked up the entire case against
the thief, is In receipt of a letter from
C P. Lvans, superintendent of the
bureau of Identification t;f Chicago,
giving Hitter's former record.
Hitter's face adoi-nuthe rogue's
gallery In Chicago, nnd his number
Is 14.428. According to the
Her received by Assistant Marshal Kennedy,
who secured a picture of Hitter here
and sent .. to the bureau of identification at Chicago, Hitter was arrested
In Chicago on June 3, 1897, by Officers Ellio-- t and Morse on a charge
of embezzlement. April 2, 1895, Rit-te- r
obtained, through the medium of
a bogus attachment paper, household
goods and furniture from Mrs. J. W.
'1 nomas, of 13 Wb.is
Court. Chicago,
to the total value of $4,000. The goods
were never recovered. Ritter fled and
was arrested in Paducah, Ky., and returned to Chicago, where he was released on bond, which he Immediately
and sent to the bureau of identiflca-fugitive from justice.
Officer Kennedy, satisfied that his
career of crime here was but a following up of his former ways, has
been Incessantly In search of "further
evidence against the culprit, with the
result that, he has at last found that,
this tniootii criminal Is known to the
police of several cities.
Ritter is now In Jail with a- charge
of grand larceny, preferred by j. L.
Bell, against him and In addition. Is
neld to answer to a charge oi forgery,
preferred ly Mrs. Yeager, for whom
he was working at the time o his
arrest, a charge of obtaining money
under false pretence, a charge of
and a half dozen charges of
petit larceny.
Mil en first arrested on the charge
of robbing J. U Bell Officer Kennedy
suspected that he was an "old timer"
at the game, and his subsequent findings have shown that he was right In
this respect. Altogether the amount
of goods he Is known to have stolen
here will foot well up into the hundreds. Kennedy deserves much credi'
for the skillful manner In which hi
has worked up the cases against Hi.-te- r,
who. without doubt. Is one of tie
most clever rogues that has made Albuquerque his home In vears.
In a telegram received bv Officer
Kennedy from John M. Collins, general superintendent of police of Chicago, the latter asks for the circumstances of the cases against Ritter,
adding that If there is any doubt of
nis conviction here to advise them by
wire, as Ritter is badly wanted there.
it is needless to add that with the
world of evidence piled un asrainsL
Ritter by Marshal Kennedy there is
but Binall chance for him to escape
conviction here. His case Is set for
the fall term of court.

The final roll for the ball given by
the bowling alleys to the person rolling the highest average will be rolled
off tonight at 8 o'clock at the alleys,
118 West Cold avenue.
Mi?s Ella May Bangs has returned

from a peasant visit to her home
folks at Eagle Grove, Iowa, and is
aeain behind the counter at O. A.
Matson c company s book store.
John I). Hughes, the carpenter, has
gone to San Antonio, N. At., to work
at his trade.
The visiting bankers here to attend
the meeting of the executive committee of tne association on Saturday
returned home Saturday night and
Sundav.

11 G

122
Second

STOCKTHIS FALL THAN WE
DID
LAST SPRING.
THE
STOCK WILL PROVE TO BE
THE BEST AND MOST COMPLETE OF ANY SEASON.
PRICES

THEM.

Tigers $3.00
Stetson 4.00
Knox
5.00

$15 to $30

Simon Stern Simon Stern
The Railroad

v.;

Avenue Clothier

Spielman

?he Railroad Avenue Clothier

Searing

&

FURNITURE DEALERS
20 5 WEST GOLD AVENUE

NORTH FIRST STREET
COLORADO PHONE 7 A

1i.

MOWERS AND RAKES
Buy Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

and you get the best

Whitney Company
Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools.
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

ICE CREAM SOCIAL.

of

Broadway and Gold avenue, Tuesday
evening, August 21, by Christian
church. Everybody welcome.
CREAM

WHY PLANT THE SEED VAR-IETWHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
"SEEDLESS
APPLE" ORCHARD
AT SMALL COST?
N. W. ALGER,
124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.

Y

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

ISN'T ANY BETTER
MADE. WE HAVE CONTRACTED FOR A MUCH
LARGER

Carpenter Tools
Enamel ware
Agricultural Implements

few-day-

Ak for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

THERE

NOW IN OUR STORE. EVERY
ONE IS NEW AND UP TO
DATE.. IN THE RACE FOR SUPREMACY
WE KEEP OUR
EYE ON ADVA. ICED STYLES
AND
WE ALWAYS
HAVE

Shelf Hardware

Attend our closlne out sale of low
shoes and save money. We want to
dispose of them during tne next
and have reduced their price.
accordingly. A good assortment of
styles and sizes still on hand to suit
and fit you. C. May's Shoe Store, 314
West Railroad avenue.

air ice cream social, corner

Fall Hats

Marx

&

AUTOMATIC PHONE SAB

our-glar-

Open

Shapes in

Hart, Schaffner

car-

The latter train continued east. Another stub will pass through the city
tonight running on the Bchedule of
No. 8, and another will pass through
the city tomorrow morning, running
as train No. 2, but no regular trains
are due before Wednesday morning
The washout Is not In Crozler can
yon, but is a number of small bridges
ietween Deal, a small station a short
distance west of Kingman, and the
Needles. These bridges nre completely washed out, it Is stated, and there
is more trouble in California between
Bagdad and Barstow. Heavy rains
are the cause, and it was still raining at Kingman yesterday afternoon.
If this rain continues, Wednesday will
be too early a date to expect through
mall from the coast. The Southern
Pacific Is also In trouble, having suffered severely from both the rain and
the Salton sea.
Trains from the east are reported
running on time.

A Hundred

Clothing

mail, baggage and passengers,
Unraveling Criminal's Past and rying arrived
shortly after 4 o'clock.
and

401, 403 NorthJFirst Street

U3, U5, U7 Sooth First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

CREAM

o

ALBUQUERQUE BOWLING ALLEYS
113 West Gold Avenue.
Enter the competitive high score
contest, i rlzes awarued August 20
to highest rollers.

MciNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION.
Nicely furnished rooms,
toil iU:.
with hath. Oil South Third street.

Successors to

E. J. POST & COMPANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

Young lady ns apprentice
Ap
in our millinery department.
ply between 9 and 12 a. im. at The

WlANTlCD

.11 J

Sam Peck's Fine Clothing for
Young Men and Boys is now arriving. Better see it.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

KENNEDYS GOOD WORK

RttN'T Kuril itdied r mm.
quire 2J0 South Edith street.

ge

The New Fall

The first train to arrive from the
west since yesterday morning was a
h'iiIi, composed of mall and baggage
car and diner from the westbound
!tyer f Saturday. Tills stub left Kingreached
nnd
man, Ariz., yesterday
here at 3:30 o'clock this afternoon. A

His Dond There.

In

20, 1906.

Coming In Piling Up

FROM
TRAIN
ARRIVES
STUB
KINGMAN THIS AFTERNOON
OTH ERS FOLLOW.

ed

KVR

We simply give you plain facts.

y

AND NEEDLES

ooeooooooooooo

Economist.

Our business is run on modern lines.
No
hot air.
old-fashion-

bezzlement-Forfeit-

a

-

The

BEAL

YEARS

Wanted In Chicago For Em
and

Monday, august

WASHOUTS BETWEEN

IRA B. UTTER A

LOCAL AND
1

EVENING CITIZEN.

See Display

In

ST liKCKIVCI)
at the

in

Champion Grocery and Meat Market
for. Seventh and Tijeras
A choice line of Imported I'.oods Direct from Italy.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
lleiiieinber, we handle the bes:
meats and a full line of choice groceries.
LOMMORI

&

fjt"''

OurWindow
"

ooroooooooooo

MATTEUCCI.

TICKETS

R.R.

.

AND

FOUGHT.

SOLI

u

9ft

'

Compartment

I

215 West Rallroac Avenue
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